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ABSTRACT

One of the key concepts within the marketing literature remains the ‘marketing mix.’ An unexamined element of this mix remains, to pursue the cooking metaphor, the way in which the chef is able to balance the various ingredients to achieve a palatable dish. Therefore, the impetus behind this thesis is this lack in the literature. The approach to remedy this lack is developed through Action Research. The original notion of the marketer as a mixer of ingredients strongly suggests that marketing was (and remains) largely a craft. As practitioners within the craft, managers require devices to guide them in their everyday operations. However, the use and effectiveness of such 'heuristic devices' by practising marketers remains little explored. Matrix schemas have always been traditionally used, by both academics and practitioners, in the development and interpretation of both strategy and tactics in marketing. While the strategic schemas have attained the status of dogma (the Boston Box, for example), at the tactical level, use of the marketing mix has never reached such heights, (apart from an occasional stress on the need for the ‘blending of ingredients’).

As marketing has developed as a craft, numerous definitions have been offered. Today there are several different authoritative, but accepted definitions. The Chartered Institute of Marketing [CIM] and the American Marketing Association [AMA] define marketing as:

‘Marketing [management] is the process of planning and executing the conception of pricing, promotion, and distribution of ideas, goods and services that satisfy
organisational objectives.' [Fifield & Gilligan, 1996; 2] A clear understanding of the
development of the matrix approach from the level of strategy to tactics in marketing
is the essence of the published works.

The marketing mix concept seems relatively simple. Since Culliton [1947] first
carried out his study (amongst the major American companies of his time), the notion
of managers within the marketing function as ‘mixers of ingredients’ has enjoyed
wide currency. Culliton’s study included a full examination of a number of case
histories and the use by the participating companies of marketing ingredients. Borden
[1964] expanded this work to a formal use of the term ‘marketing mix’ and he
presented a list of mix constituents, based on Culliton’s work. These developments
were taken further by McCarthy [1964] in terms of simplification and classificatory
order as the famous 4Ps. It is now just over 30 years since McCarthy provided this
gloss on Borden’s work and offered a generic marketing mix [product, price,
promotion and place] as a means of translating marketing planning and tactics into
practice [Bennett 1997:151]

This eventually led to Kotler [2000] defining the mix as being ‘A set of marketing
tools that a firm uses to pursue its objectives.’ Thus, ingredients become tools and the
analogy changes.

McCarthy’s 4Ps classification of the marketing mix variables has received acceptance
in past decades.
However, in recent years increasing criticism of this approach has been voiced in academic circles (Van Waterschoot, 1992, p.83). It is believed by some academics that this paradigm is beginning to lose its position (Gronroos, 1994, Gronroos, 1992, Sheth 1988). It is sometimes called 'traditional' or out-dated (Shimpock-Viewg, /1993, Lane, /1988, Turnbull, 1987). Over the past few years, it has been argued that marketing is concerned not just with the original 4Ps and the various elements associated with them, but also with less controllable variables (or ingredients, or tools) such as people, processes and service evidence. (Rafiq, 1995). However, the shifts from 'ingredients' to 'tools' to 'variables' hints at an underlying confusion as to the conceptual status of the artefacts described.

Borden’s work has the merit that his classificatory schema derives directly from empirical evidence. Borden reflected this basis when he identified the need to record within case studies evidence of what was being mixed in the marketing domain. Later extensions do not, by and large, have this merit. There have been no published studies which replicate Culliton’s original work. Extensions to the mix (the conceptual device contributed by Borden) and the distilled formulation of the mix offered by McCarthy rely on conceptual processes only. The nature of the extensions seems clear, but they rest on different assumptions about how the world of the marketing manager should be construed. This thesis draws on several case studies of the world of marketing managers and a test of the 4P’s framework within that world as its modus operandi. The examination uses a process of ‘Action Research’. It thus is placed in the tradition established by Culliton in his pioneering work. Unlike Culliton, the work does not flow from a considered execution of a single research design, but has emerged in the search for consistency in marketing management, as pursued with the managers
themselves. In essence, the Action Learning method of research has been adopted. The outcome, a new model for application, is seen as the contribution to knowledge. In essence the thesis pulls together the understanding and criticisms that both practitioners and academics need to investigate the gaps that exist in marketing management research. The importance of a company's participation as being integral to the action it takes and the solutions it prescribes is the essence of the Action Research and the model process.
1.1 PREAMBLE AND STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

The Thesis expands on the use of the case study method developed by Yin (1994). The contribution to knowledge is however not the published cases, but the process of Action Research expanded by the practitioners in the presented cases in volume II. The Thesis explores the differences between the positivistic and phenomenology approach to research and the deductive versus the inductive approach to both quantitative and qualitative research. The Popperian viewpoint is explained but not developed or confirmed. The Thesis touches on the works of Kuhn, Mintzberg and Rappaport as an introduction to the Meta-theoretical background in the literature review. However, it is important to note that a future research agenda developed from this Thesis could be the basis of a PhD in its own right.

A traditional PhD style would require hypotheses or propositions to be presented after the literature review. This Thesis begins with the propositions that were developed from the literature review, but they are presented at the beginning as a way to identify the subsequent areas of contribution to knowledge. The literature review is divided into two areas - heuristic models and action research – in order to identify the areas of contribution to knowledge. Throughout the Thesis it is apparent that the contribution to knowledge is ongoing through the process that practitioners develop whilst carrying out their “action” research. The methodology and analysis that follows
were conducted in a "Action Research" style. Analysis was done at a distance and the contribution to knowledge is made evident in the reflective steps carried out by the practitioners.

The final chapter brings together all of the publications into the development of a revised model, which serves to suggest a future research agenda.

In working with managers from a range of companies, it became clear that, while the notion of the marketing mix was intuitively acceptable to them, they had few if any mechanisms for considering systematically the elements of the mix. In response to an occasionally expressed need for a device or framework to overcome this difficulty, the MixMap model was developed (Published work no.3 in Vol.2).

The view was that such a framework provided a useful 'heuristic device' of considerable explanatory power. The focus of this thesis is the attempt to demonstrate, through a series of case-based applications, that the model does provide a tool useful to managers. Further, that it is able to do this because it represents a distillation from practice, in the manner of Culliton's [1947] original description of marketers as 'mixers of ingredients.' The thesis can thus be seen as an attempt to provide a repertoire for the cuisine of marketing in practice. In reality the importance of Action Research is the foundation stone for the eventual use in practice of heuristic devices (as developed by the analysis in appendix D). Thus, engagement with the reality of the work of marketing managers is the means by which the appropriateness of such heuristic devices can be tested. The use of an action research/action learning methodology is often a particular, useful, foundation on which to rest such testing.
1.2. FORMULATION OF RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS

As outlined above, the complementarity of Action Research and Heuristic Marketing Devices lies as the centre of interest in this thesis. The basis for this work is the shortcomings in the application of Heuristic Marketing Devices. Knowledge of these weaknesses allows initially for the identification of areas for improvement. In a second step, aspects of the Action Research methodology are transferred into the existing Heuristic Devices approach.

Three propositions are introduced which arose initially from a review of contemporary literature about Heuristic Marketing Devices. The evaluation of the propositions is a fundamental part of this thesis and the results form the basis on which a new, revised model is developed.

As may be envisaged, the propositions developed further during the investigatory phase: they did not exist a priori. Engagement with managers and their work, articles 1 and 2 in Vol. 2, led to specific formulations, which are presented here to provide a more 'linear' structure to the thesis. Empirical support could perhaps be obtained through survey work amongst marketing managers - but such work is not within the tradition in which this thesis is being presented. The work presented here is in the Action research tradition and is inductive in nature.
FIGURE 1: RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS

Primary Proposition A
The process of applying Heuristic Devices is not optimal.

Secondary Proposition A.
The projects are usually one-offs which do not allow for a continuous improvement but rather represent a
snapshot in time. The adequacy of such an approach can be questioned in a dynamic world with ever
changing conditions.

Secondary Proposition A.
In the application of Heuristic Devices, there is a focus on a delimited research area – possibly combined with
positivistic reductionism. This view impedes the recognition of underlying or unexpected problems or
solutions and the appreciation of the whole system of interdependent elements.

Secondary Proposition A.
There is a disclosure of the research subject, e.g. the company, of the research-process. The company merely
participates in a project as information deliverer and recipient of results. This hampers the growth of intra-firm
knowledge and independence of the company from outside consultants. Furthermore, valuable internal
expertise and knowledge are not included in the research process.

Secondary Proposition A.
The customisation of the research process to the individual practical situation is assumed to be limited. In
the case of Management Consulting, the application of standardised research methods (in order to gain
"economies of scale") can be expected and in the case of Academic Research, a trade-off between the
researchers' and the research subjects' interests is likely to occur. Therefore, only partial recognition and
appreciation of the practitioners' situations is assumed.

Primary Proposition B
The implementation of the outcome of Heuristic Device-processes is sub-optimal.

Secondary Proposition B.
Practitioners do not gain a significant increase in long-term knowledge by applying Heuristic Devices because
the "current" process of applying Heuristic Devices doesn't emphasise "observation" and "reflection" which is
a prerequisite for organisational learning.

Secondary Proposition B.
The generated knowledge is often not integrated into the intra-firm expertise and is therefore not usable for
future projects.

Primary Proposition C
There is only limited contribution to the generation of new theory.
Positivistic research methods generally do not facilitate the generation of theories – they are rather designed
for theory testing.
As proposed in B3, managerial expertise and experience is not utilised.
The reductionist view, the uniqueness of the research area and the difficulties in its application creates the
risk of bias and a lack of recognition of underlying factors and atypical solutions.
1.3. ACTION RESEARCH AND LEARNING

In 1993 the government in the UK commissioned a report into the aspects of Management Research, called the Bain Report. The report analysed and critically reflected on the then current issues in managerial practices. The report stated (1993 page 7).

"All management research should ultimately aim to improve the understanding and practice of management"

The Bain Commission also indicated that academics should communicate their research to practitioners in a language and style that was accessible and easy to follow. It goes without saying that management research will only have a meaning if it enables managers to carry out their tasks more effectively.

There has therefore always been a long-standing discussion between the appropriate positions from which methodology derives. Some academics support a Phenomenological approach – the social construction of meaning through activities and a subjective consideration of those activities; others support in Positivism – a measurement of ‘objective’ views. Action research is based in the former view with the need to develop human imagination within an environmental construction controlled by a contextual field of information, analysed with a concrete structure and process. This section will be further discussed in the relevant literature review chapter.
Although Action Research does not fit completely into the Phenomenological approach, it starts from the premise that Research is based on change. Change itself is the link between the researcher and the organisation, where real problems are reviewed and the research process is the basis for development.

The interaction of elements of the problem and participants, which is labelled “Mix Mapping”, (Vignali & Davies, 1994) is a major element in the application of Heuristics devices. It takes into account the organisation’s attitudes and policies and attempts to model the complexity of organisational problems from the organisation’s perspective so that an eventual solution can be developed. The most important use of these techniques has been in creating strategy. If strategic planning is actually about thinking and the encouragement of actions and decisions, then any work should be ‘Client based’ and not process driven. The approach of Action Research lends itself suitably to the Grid-Mapping approach when the organisation’s development is the main focus of research.

1.4. CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE

The publications in this thesis are a series of, articles that describe the Mix Mapping model and its implementation in practice. There then follow a series of refereed, published case histories. The effect of these action studies, is to provide a basis for a fuller understanding of the use made by managers of the heuristic devices and their assessment of the MixMap model tool. In combination, the field research and the reflection on it provide a platform for the more formal statement of a theory for the
treatment of the variables within the marketing mix at a tactical level, in a manner which is notably absent from the literature.

A fuller discussion on the contribution to knowledge can be found in the final Chapter 7, but include

- The development of a model
- The understanding of how managers use heuristics
- The adaptation of the action learning process
- The interpretation of case study analysis
2.1 BACKGROUND

A primary objective of any doctoral thesis must be to document a contribution to knowledge. A secondary objective must be to demonstrate that the experience of research and scholarship has provided an appropriate acquaintance with the discipline of research and research methodologies required for a Ph.D. This contribution to research, scholarship and knowledge in the area of the Marketing Mix extends over several years, in a field that has witnessed little change. The latitude of these changes at the level of the experience of the individual is encapsulated in the published works. The transition between the articles and cases has involved significant change in the nature of both the practice and conceptualisation of the Marketing Mix, particularly at the systems, organisational and environmental levels. The significant strides that have taken the developed world towards an advanced consumption society have only been achieved through substantial intellectual, technological and social investment. Any one individual can only be expected to make a modest and localised contribution to such developments. Indeed, against the backdrop of the wide-ranging impact of Marketing, such a contribution can easily appear depressingly insignificant. Identifying a post-hoc framework, which can be used to structure my contribution and relate it to developments in the discipline, presents a real challenge, particularly since no overarching framework has been developed for the Marketing Mix. As will be explored later, even the basic concept of marketing eludes a profitable definition.
Further, the status of marketing, as a loosely defined professional discipline with a range of ever changing stakeholders and techniques does not assist in an identification of the knowledge base to which a contribution is made. In general, however, the contribution has been motivated by an abiding fascination with all of the factors that affect the way in which access to the Marketing Mix is managed, so that an individual has easy access to the right information, at the right time and in the right place, for the use which the individual seeks the information.

The general thesis is that:

"Managers effectively using a Matrix Mix Mapping approach seem to be more effective than those who do not".

The study demonstrates the complexities embedded in such an intuitively obvious statement, taking, as appropriate, both a longitudinal and current state perspective. At any one point in time, an individual user's experience of the Marketing Mix will be based on a mixture of different system generations. This thesis seeks to demonstrate how all of the factors in the Mix contribute to effective Marketing, and how their respective significance is shifting as we move towards an ever more sophisticated marketing society. Significant trends are identified in each of these areas over the past six years, the contribution, and issues that remain to be further researched or resolved in a practical sense. The factors at each level influence each other. Since the way in which individuals use the Mix collectively impacts of the achievement and developments of the organisations with which they are associated, and the society and environment in which they work, access to the knowledge impacts upon economic success, education and social interaction.
2.2. INTRODUCING MY APPROACH TO SCHOLARSHIP

Reflection on both practice and theoretical constructs, and the relationship between the two, guided by a desire to better understand theory and or professional practice underpins my approach to scholarship.

Such reflection is inextricably intertwined with my professional experience as a teacher, researcher, consultant, writer and manager. This reflection takes three distinct forms:

- **Reflection as an integral and continuing element of the research process,** which may lead to the formulation of new propositions or avenues for investigation, or the refinement of research avenues and the drawing together of previously disparate conceptual frameworks. This type of reflection runs through my work both within individual projects and also as I have moved from one project to the next.

- **Reflection provoked by the teaching experience,** in which exposure to a range of students with differing abilities and inclinations offers a rich environment for gathering a variety of perspectives on an issue and thereby to synthesis and evaluation of knowledge in a rapidly changing area. Often such reflection leads to the more effective exposition of ideas in a written form, such as a book. Additional research for a book subsequently informs teaching. On
other occasions, discussion, and subsequent reflection in a class context has led to the formulation of specific research projects.

- **Reflection, over a longer timescale**, such as is necessary for the creation of this thesis, which looks back over contributions and developments over a period of time and seeks to learn from previous experience and identify directions for further work. This later reflection is uncomfortable since it involves taking a retrospective look at earlier work, when, inherent in the nature of the first type of reflection is that reflection teaches the limitations of what went before, and dissatisfaction with what was achieved yesterday drives the scholar to develop his investigations or ideas further. Earlier ideas are then superseded and do not merit a backward glance. This final type of reflection then runs counter to the reflection that is a normal feature of the process of research and scholarship.

A considerable proportion of my research has led to publication in book and journal form - these articles have been widely accepted by the academic community. In addition, some of my early work, which did involve substantial questionnaire based surveys, was published in conference proceedings because this was the most appropriate avenue for dissemination to a professional audience. In general, my contribution to knowledge focuses on data collection, organization, explication and dissemination.

2.3 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

In essence, the thesis is a series of published case studies and articles. The emergent proposition pulls together these series of works and a final article on methodology
identifies the contribution to knowledge. The thesis is brought together by a bridging piece that not only acknowledges and summarises the total work but also introduces the reader to the essence of the Marketing Mix as heuristic devices and the Action Research process that is the backbone of the work. The methodology used in the form of case study work and the interactive/action research process used to expand on the literature review is identified. The work is further developed when the modelling approach used to expand the action research activity is explained. In conclusion a series of articles that in reality bring the process of theory and practice together is presented.

The final conclusions (in section 7.4) indicate the outcomes of the processes used in presenting the thesis. The works rest on a series of propositions, which were based on the research developed from Revans (1998), the literature review chapters and my reflection on these processes (presented in Vignali 2002). These proposition contributed to the development of the framework for the thesis, which is published in Vignali (2002).

The approach was based on the action research method and became the basis of the developed model, presented in section 7.2., whilst the table in appendix D, is a summary of the major elements of each case analysed.
This chapter commences by briefly discussing strategic marketing management and planning. Next, Heuristic Marketing Devices and their role of supporting strategic decision-making will be assessed. Emphasis will be put on the limitations connected with marketing theory in general, and strategic planning and Heuristic Devices in particular. Emphasis is then placed on the nature of Action Research, as this is seen as a fairly ‘new’ topic in marketing. The following discussion only briefly reflects the existing literature on strategic planning and the use of Heuristic Devices; references to further literature are added throughout the text.

3.1 STRATEGIC MARKETING MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING

Strategic management (this term will be used similarly to the term strategic marketing management, due to the increasing proximity of the concepts (see, for instance, Jüttner and Wehrli 1994, pp. 42). Baker (1990, pp. 22.) and Greenley (1989, p. 46), have presented a comparison of various authors’ concepts of strategy and summarise several descriptions ranging from ‘broad means of achieving given aims’, ‘fundamental means or schemes’, ‘crucial and central issues to the use of the marketing function’, to ‘the grand design to achieve objectives’.

Proctor and Kitchen give a rather broad definition, which is sufficient for in this context:
Strategic management is about steering an organisation so that it avoids the various threats that can exist in its environment while allowing it to take advantage of any opportunities that present themselves. (Proctor and Kitchen, 1990, p.4).

Decision-making is at the heart of strategic management. (Wilson 1997, p. 6) Detailed descriptions of the nature and different modes of strategic decisions are intensively discussed elsewhere. (See, for example, McDonald 1992, pp. 4.; McDonald, 1996, pp. 12 ff.; Wilson, 1997, pp. 18.) However, it is suggested, that a planned process of strategy definition is superior to an unplanned approach to strategy (Kotler 2000, p. 64).

As with marketing ‘strategy’, there is no universally accepted definition of strategic ‘planning’? Mintzberg (1994b p. 6), for example, argues that the question “What is planning anyway? … has never been properly answered - indeed, seldom seriously addressed - in planning’s own literature” and discusses in detail different characterisations of planning. (Ibid, pp. 5ff.) In the same vein, drawing on studies made by Brownlie (1999), Baker (1990, pp. 39ff.) forwards seven different definitions of strategic marketing planning.

The paramount aim of strategic planning may be said to be the maximisation of success, in the form of increased and sustainable competitive advantage, (Easton 1988, p. 31; Proctor and Ruocco 1992, p. 50; McDonald 1992, p. 5;) by systemically analysing possible futures. (McDonald 1996, p. 8) However, it is unlikely that one single idea has long-standing impact on a firm’s fortunes since ideas may be soon copied, and the competitive advantage eroded. (Proctor and Ruocco 1992, p. 50) This is important because the marketing environment in which the company manoeuvres is
becoming increasingly complex in terms of competition and fuzzy market boundaries (Proctor and Kitchen 1990, p. 4).

Kotler (2000 p. 64) states that strategic planning calls for action in three key areas. Firstly, managing a company’s business as an investment portfolio. Secondly, assessing each business’s strengths by considering the market’s growth rate and company’s position and fit in that market. Finally, developing a ‘game plan’ for achieving its long-run objectives: the strategy.

To address these areas, the process of strategic marketing planning follows the steps analysis, planning, decision making (or implementation) and control. These steps are expanded by several sub-steps by different authors (see, for example: McDonald 1996, p. 16, Wilson 1997, p. 308; Baker 1990, pp. 33.) In an attempt to allow for differences of size, scale, diversity, complexity, etc., between different firms, the concept of the Strategic Business Unit (SBU) is used frequently. (Baker 1990, p. 40)

3.2 THE USE OF HEURISTIC DEVICES AND CRITICISM OF MARKETING THEORY

Several models have been developed to support marketers in the steps mentioned above. These models are usually termed heuristic.

It is sometimes possible to conduct a sequence of comparisons, each suggested by the previous one and each likely containing a better alternative than given in any previous comparison. Such a solution-seeking procedure is called **heuristic**.
Van Waterschoot argues that:

As a model may be too complicated to allow for mathematical optimisation, an alternative approach may consist of using the model to simulate the decision situation. Specific alternative marketing mix 'values' are brought into the model, and a comparative study of the outcomes helps to select the 'best choice' of commercial instruments." ... "Sometimes these methods -called heuristics- possess their own decision rules to establish automatically a sequence of attempts to try out different solutions in a complex system and to come nearer to a reasonable choice relatively quickly, although this is not the mathematically optimal one. (2000, p. 201)

Heuristic Marketing Devices, therefore, are models, which can be used by the practitioner in order to generate 'solutions' to complex marketing problems. The results do not need to be mathematically optimal, the strength of these models lies in their applicability, and their ability to model complex dynamic situations.

Greenley (1989, p. 46) displays four major bases that are used in the literature to explain the detail of marketing strategy. These are the marketing mix, the product life cycle, market share and competition, and positioning. In addition, special strategies for both international and industrial markets are proposed.

Vignali, Schmidt and Davies (1994, p. 965) argue that the power of simple devices as managerial tools is well known. The authors highlight the example of the 4Ps, developed by McCarthy, and the Boston Consulting Group Matrix. In addition, McDonald highlights the Ansoff Matrix, Market Segmentation, Product Life Cycle Analysis, Portfolio Management, and "a host of techniques" revolving around the four basic elements of the marketing mix, the 4Ps (McDonald 1992, p. 9). Armstrong and
Brodie (1994), also identify the value of management techniques that are validated by empirical studies.

These models are widely explained and analysed in the existing literature (see, for example, McDonald and Brown 1994, pp. 85ff.; Kotler 2000, pp. 65ff.; Baker 1990, pp. 52ff.) Therefore, no deeper description of existing models will be offered.

Although criticised (see, for example, Hunt 1994, p. 18), it is generally argued that logical empiricism (and therefore positivism) is the dominant philosophical approach employed in marketing. (Deshpande 1983, p. 104; Arndt 1985, p. 11) Therefore, much criticism of marketing theory is related to its meta-theoretical nature. Deshpande (1983, p. 105), for instance, argues that the “...majority of marketing scholars are far more involved in theory verification than in theory generation”. The author furthermore states that the methodologies that have been developed and tested in marketing research are more suited to confirming propositions or hypotheses rather that to facilitate the discovery of new propositions.

Marketing theory has also been criticised as being of little use for practitioners. There is a wide discussion about the “ivory tower” of academia (Byrne 1990, p. 50; Rapaport 1970, p. 506; Simon 1994, p. 1), which is concerned with the estrangement of theory from practice. As a consequence, Harris (1996, p. 35) argues “while marketing theorists develop ever more complicated planning models and techniques, managers find planning problematic and implementation almost impossible”. Hill, McGowan and Maclaran (1998, p. 70) state that many non-academic voices, for example senior business people, consultants and journalists, are listened to in
preference to marketing academics. The theoretical underpinnings of marketing thoughts are, hence, coming under an increasing threat and often they are being perceived as lacking any relevance for the modern business world. Wensley (1988), also emphasises the importance between customers and competition, and how short term planning can be destructive.

In the same vein, O'Driscoll and Murray (1998, p. 391) emphasise the importance of the relationship between theory and practice in any academic discipline with a closely associated area of professional practice and argue that there is considerable asynchrony in marketing. The authors state that, in management, theory is less developed than practice in comparison to other disciplines. In addition, management theory itself is still rudimentary because it is a young discipline, being around 100 years younger than disciplines such as economics. O'Driscoll and Murray (1998, p. 397) and Hunt (1994, p. 14) argue that the conventional wisdom of the discipline as commonly understood by both practitioner and theorist was formalised by (and is now borrowed of) the work of McCarthy and Kotler in the 1960s and has changed only by elaboration since then. Hunt (1994 p. 14) states that it is seen that ‘marketing’s job’ is to apply the theories of other disciplines to marketing phenomena –according to the ‘applied science’ notion.

This results in a lack of new theory, which reflects newer developments and an increasingly dynamic, volatile and aggressive environment. Therefore, practitioners are unable to rely on the academic developments of marketing in order to facilitate their strategic and tactical decision-making.
Adding to the lack of usefulness of marketing theory for practitioners is that much of the existing literature is of a distinctly prescriptive nature, focusing more on what firms should do rather than what they actually do. (Easton, 1988, p. 31)

In consequence, the usefulness of marketing theory for practitioners as well as the general ability of marketing to generate new theory is questioned.

Besides marketing theory in general, also strategic planning has been criticised frequently. There has, for instance, been a lively discussion concerning the very basis of strategic planning, the principal question of which is: does a planned approach lead to more success? (Mintzberg 1994b, pp. 92ff.; McDonald 1996, pp. 9ff.; McDonald 1992, pp. 7ff.) Several studies have been carried out in order to resolve this question, but without discovering unquestionable results for either side. (For detailed summaries of these, see for example, McDonald 1992, pp. 7ff; Saker and Smith 1997, pp. 127ff.; Hill, McGowan and Maclaran 1998, p. 70; Mintzberg 1994b, pp. 92ff.) The proposed benefits of a planning process are greater interventional coordination, greater control, better motivation, higher levels of actionable market information and a greater acceptance of the need for continuous change. (Saker and Smith 1997, pp. 127)

However, there are various critical voices, probably culminating in Mintzberg’s “The Rise and Fall of Strategic Planning”. (Nicholls, 1995, p. 4; McDonald, 1996, p. 5) Mintzberg (1994a, p. 107ff.; 1994b, pp. 159ff.) which identifies several 'classic' pitfalls of planning. “It shows how some of the planners' favourite arguments can be turned round to demonstrate how planning can discourage commitment, impede
serious change, and encourage politics". (Mintzberg 1994b, p. xvii) Additionally, the author puts forward three ‘fundamental’ fallacies of strategic planning, namely the ‘fallacy of predetermination’, the ‘fallacy of detachment’, and ‘the fallacy of formalisation’. However, due to the constraints of this work, Mintzberg’s ‘classic’ pitfalls, which focus on factors that impede the successful practice of planning, will be excluded and only the ‘fundamental’ pitfalls, which reflect the causes for failures of strategic planning, will be discussed subsequently.

The fallacy of prediction refers to the premise of strategic planning, “...the world is supposed to hold still while a plan is being developed and then stay on the predicted course while that plan is being implemented”. (Mintzberg 1994a, p. 110) The author argues that no company can forecast the future with a given accuracy, and therefore, these premises cannot be held.

The fallacy of detachment is concerned with the idea that ‘true’ management is possible when it is no longer wholly immersed in the details of the task itself. Mintzberg (1994a, p. 111) argues that: “Real strategists get their hands dirty digging for ideas, and real strategies are built from the occasional nuggets they uncover. These are not people who abstract themselves from the daily details; they are the ones who immerse themselves in them while being able to abstract the strategic messages from them”.

Finally, the fallacy of formalisation is based on Mintzberg’s (1994b, p. 12) definition of planning, which is “a formalized procedure to produce an articulated result, in the form of an integrated system of decisions”. (Mintzberg 1994a, p. 111) The author
argues that human beings ‘do better’ than systems and, therefore, formal planning systems “have offered no improved means of dealing with the information overload of human brains; indeed, they have often made matters worse”.

Finally, Heuristic Marketing Devices have been subject to criticism. There is a great amount of critical literature regarding individual models, such as, the BCG or the Product Life Cycle. (See, for example, Wilson and Gilligan 1997, pp. 313ff.; Kotler 2000, pp. 73ff.; Grantham 1997, pp. 6ff.) Due to the constraints of this work, no analysis of individual models, but rather some general limitations and criticisms of Heuristic Devices shall be outlined subsequently.

It is argued that the use of existing models by practitioners is only limited, which reflects the above mentioned problematic role of strategic planning. McDonald (1992, pp. 8ff.) argues that the application of marketing theory in practice is practically non-existent. He gives three reasons for this: companies have never heard of the theory, companies have heard of it but do not understand it or companies have heard of it, have tried them and found that they are largely irrelevant. (Ibid 1992, pp. 8ff.; Wilson 1997, p. 321)

Despite this criticism and Mintzberg’s pronouncement of the death of strategy (Nicholls 1995, p. 4) there is still strong academic interest in the area of strategic planning and marketing models, for instance, portfolio models, which still have many proponents (Wilson 1997, p. 321). Furthermore, growing competition and the volatile environment in which business is conducted results in increasing demands for theoretical guidance. There have, however been various developments in the strategic
marketing literature over the last decades and Nicholls argument reflects very much the opinion of the author of this thesis: "Would it not be better to up-date our tools rather than throw away the whole tool box?" (1995, p. 4) Regardless of the criticism, Heuristic Marketing Devices can offer practitioners powerful tools when applied adequately, as can be seen by various case studies in which these models were applied under supervision of academics or consultants.

3.3 THE PUBLISHED WORKS

As can be seen in article 3 of vol. II of this thesis, Vignali C. & Davies B. (1994) the marketing mix is defined and revisited. The work of Cullotin (1947) and Borden (19) is developed and the mix framework as explained by McCarthy (1964) is expanded. The understanding of this framework as a conceptual tool is the background for the development and a deeper understanding of the practical and tactical implications of its use by managers when they desire to develop a strategic understanding of where they are and in which way they should progress. It is logical to recognise the existence of the variety of Marketing Mix combinations; each will be dependent on the situation analysis - every product, company, country, consumer and scenario is different at any one moment in time. The interactive and individual management activity can determine the solution proposed by the strategic analysis. The development of different mixes and use of a mix mapping approach as developed in article 1 and 2 of vol. II of the thesis that enhances the variety of different variables describing the market forces, which can only enhance the principles of 'action' research. The problems raised by the differing mixes can lead to marketing managers having to decide on options when devising these differing mixes. The most important
variables and elements need to be established through the individual situation analysis and, as long as they are the crucial variables and elements to the company at that moment, then the ingredients for success are likely to be more clearly identified than if such processes are not utilised. This perspective is central to this thesis.

The list of marketing variables and elements (which I believe is wider than the traditional 4 P's) is explored deeper in the article 'The Mix Map Model for international on Sport Sponsorship,' (Vignali, 1997). The list needs to cover the principal areas of the relevant marketing activities, so that the decision process can be fully exploited.

When examining different scenarios and different case histories marketing managers will use different mixes. 'Dancall Telephone in the UK Market,' (Vignali C. & Bennett R. 1996), used quite different variables and mixes than 'Bass Plc.' (Vignali C. & Vrontis D. 1999). The managers in both these case studies built different element and variable lists according to their situation analysis. Others articles presented in this thesis further expand on this view.

3.4. STRATEGY AND TACTICS

The debate relating to strategic and operational use of models and styles is a long-standing one and is not the main concern of this Thesis. However, it is important to understand the difference between the Heuristic devices used at each level. I have developed the Mix Map Framework as a tactical tool, which expands on the strategic thrust given by the PCL, BCM and other similar tools. The decision on the approach
to be used however rests with the practitioner’s knowledge and understanding of these tools and models. In a participatory “Action Research” style, success is reliant on the practitioners’ perspective. The following chapter clearly indicates how an understanding of the heuristics is necessary if the action research process is to be followed.

A further contribution to knowledge is the training and development of practitioners’ understanding of the above. This contribution is not pursued within this thesis. A continuing (reflective) view of the application of heuristics in an action research environment is a critical component of eventual success. The Mix Mapping approach presented in the published cases allows practitioners the opportunity to develop their understanding. This method for increasing practitioners’ insight and skills is novel.
4.1 HISTORY OF ACTION RESEARCH

Kurt Lewin, an eminent social scientist, is usually referred to as the introducer of the term “Action Research” more than 50 years ago (Peters and Robinson 1984, p. 114; Eden and Huxham 1996, p. 76; Gronhaug and Olson 1999, p. 6). However, it should be mentioned that several authors have identified earlier applications of an Action Research methodology, without explicitly using this terminology, or refer to different inventors (Eden and Huxham 1996, p. 77; van Mesdag 1998, p. 443, McNiff and Whitehead 2000, p. 197) and it is stated that Action Research is older than its terminology and even Frederick Taylor partly applied the Action Research methodology (Warmington 1980 p. 1f.). Lewin’s original work merely contains 22 pages referring to this topic and it is argued that no systematic statement and definition of his views on Action Research is included (Agyris, Putnam and Smith 1985, p. 8; Warmington 1980, p. 3). This resulted in a fuzzy categorisation of types of research to be subsumed under the label “Action Research” (Gronhaug and Olson 1999, p. 6; Dickens and Watkins 1999, p. 128, Peters and Robinson 1984, p. 114). However, Lewin explained his meaning in a number of passages in which he used terms like “problem centred research” or, “a research programme within an organisation whose progress is guided by the needs of the organisation” (Warmington 1980, p. 3). Two often repeated statements attributed to Lewin are “Nothing is as practical as a good theory” and “The best way to understand something is to try to
change it". (Greenwood and Levin 1998, p. 56) Warmington (1980, p. 3) argues that for Lewin Action Research, and perhaps all the most important activities of the social scientist, was centred on the problems being felt 'as of now' by the society or by a group or an organisation and helping that body to improve its situation or to solve its problem. In addition, the process must lead to some kind of action, or in Lewin's sense, 'research leading to action or research on the effects of action'.

Originating with Lewin, Action Research has developed via several countries and organisations like the Centre for Social Research at Michigan University, and parallel but independently, at the Travistock Institute in Europe. (Warmington 1980, p. 3; Susman and Everet 1978, p. 581, Rapoport 1970, p. 499ff.)

4.2. DEFINITIONS AND PROCESSES OF ACTION RESEARCH

Action Research is an approach to research which combines action and the generation of knowledge or theory about action. The outcomes are, unlike traditional research, both an action and a research outcome. (Coghlan and Brannick 2001). Thereby, a cyclical process in collaboration of researcher and practitioner is being pursued. The key idea is that Action Research uses a scientific approach to study the resolution of important social or organisational issues together with those who experience the issues directly (Coghlan and Brannick 2001, p. 4). They refer to Action Research as a "longitudinal case study, where the researcher takes some action and the effects are monitored". Greenwood and Levin give a more process and outcome-oriented definition:
Action Research is social research carried out by a team encompassing a professional action researcher and members of an organisation or community seeking to improve their situation. Action Research promotes broad participation in the research process and supports action leading to a more just or satisfying situation for the stakeholders. (1998, p. 5)

The most used definition of Action Research (Gronhaug and Olson 1999, p. 6; Warmington 1980, p. 6) is established by Rapaport:

Action Research aims to contribute both to the practical concerns of people in an immediate problematic situation and to the goals of social science by joint collaboration within a mutually acceptable ethical framework...

It is characterised by

1. The immediacy of the researcher's involvement in action
2. The intention of both parties to be involved in change. (Rapaport, 1970, p. 449)

The above points are all identified in articles 5,6,9,10,11 in vol. II of the thesis. The definitions stated above stress several features of Action Research, while neglecting others. For instance it is emphasised that 'action' is being taken and the effects are reflected. The second definition mentions the participative character of this method and the focus on 'improvement' for the participants. Finally, Rapaport's definition highlights the practical concerns of the organisation and these implicitly take precedence over the goals of social science. The action is superior to the research, although the research is still an essential element. (Warmington 1980, p. 6). A, more
complete, summary of the characteristics of Action Research as proposed in Lewin’s conceptualisation was forwarded by Agyris, Putnam and Smith [1985]:

1. It involves change experiments on real problems in social systems. It focuses on a particular problem and seeks to provide assistance to the client system.

2. Like social management more generally, it involves iterative cycles of identifying a problem, planning, acting and evaluating.

3. The intended change in the Action Research project typically involves re-education, a term that refers to changing patterns of thinking and action that are currently well established in individuals and groups. A change intended by change agents is typically at the level of norms and values expressed in action. Effective re-education depends on participation by clients in diagnosis, fact-finding and free choice to engage in new kinds of action.

4. It challenges the status quo from a participative perspective, which is congruent with the requirements of effective re-education.

5. It is intended to contribute simultaneously to basic knowledge in social science and to social action in everyday life. High standards for developing theory and empirically testing propositions organized by theory are not being to be sacrificed nor the relation to practice lost.

However, as well as having differing definitions, the characteristics attributed to Action Research also deviate between different authors.

Peters and Robinson (1984, p. 5) analysed the work of eleven authors concerned with Action Research, including Lewin’s original work and identified various differences albeit some similarities in the perception of Action Research existed. The common understanding was that Action Research is problem focused, action oriented,
following a cyclic process, and collaborative in nature. This can be seen when we look at article 7 in vol. II.

Warmington (1980, p. 5), also highlighting different understandings of Action Research, states that the term Action Research is applied to a range of activities spreading from “programmes of research with little action to programmes of action with little research”.

The Action Research ‘process’ runs through cycles until the problem initially identified is exhausted. Possibly, the problem is adequately addressed by completing one cycle; more likely, however, several cycles may be necessary in order to correctly identify and address the topic. (Dickens and Watkins 1999, p. 133)

Lewin’s original Action Research cycle consisted of five steps: ‘Analysis, fact finding and reconceptualisation’, ‘Planning’, ‘Acting (Execution)’, ‘Observing (more fact finding)’, and ‘Reflecting and acting again’ (Dickens and Watkins, 1999, p. 133). Nevertheless, various authors have published differing descriptions of the Action Research process. (Susman and Evered 1978, p. 588; Warmington 1980, p. 11) The following section will reflect and describe the main steps in an Action Research project with emphasis on a managerial application of Action Research. Thereby, a cyclic model integrating different models for organisational change shall be used. This model was perceived as sufficient in this context. The model was developed by Zuber-Skerritt in order to provide a general and broad framework for understanding Organisational change. (Zuber-Skerritt 1996, p. 100)
The outer circle of this model contains the 'task alignment model' proposed by Beer, Eisenstat and Spector (1990, pp. 161.). It suggests a 'critical path' to achieve task alignment. (The steps extended the original model 'get feedback on draft policies' and 'reflect on the results'). This model is based on a four-year study of organisational change at six large corporations. The authors suggest a sequence of six steps to ensure enduring organisational change. Although this model will not be discussed in detail, it was included in this thesis because it reflects the basic idea of Action Research and gives a more practical example of its possible application in organisational change projects. As is evident in article 1 and 2 in vol. II of the thesis it seems important to mention that the proposed methodology was independently derived from the analysis.
conducted. The inner circle reflects the Action Research model, mainly based on the steps of Lewin. Finally, the middle ring reflects Lewin's model of organisational change. Unfreezing denotes creating the motivation to change in an organisation through a disturbance, an innovation, for example. Moving implies developing and changing new beliefs, values, attitudes and behaviours, based on new information and insight. Finally, Refreezing means stabilising and integrating the new beliefs, values, attitudes and behaviours into the whole system and reaching a new equilibrium, until the need for a new cycle of unfreezing, moving and refreezing emerges. (Zuber-Skerritt 1996, p. 97; Burnes, 1996, p. 12) As with the task alignment model, Lewin's model of organisational change shall not be discussed in detail. The aim of including these models into the figure was merely to show analogies between the Action Research process and other models for change and to highlight the similarities of the methods.

Some modifications of the original models need a brief discussion:

Zuber-Skerritt extended the task alignment model and Lewin's model for organisational change by the last step in order to include and emphasise 'reflection', a "key element in the Action Research model" (Zuber Skerritt 1996, p. 99). Furthermore, the pre-step 'Analysis' was added to the model forwarded by Zuber-Skerritt in order to recognise the need for, and importance of, this step.

The Action Research team, usually consisting of practitioners and scientists, begins by identifying a problem in their particular context. Subsequently, the team works within that context to collect pertinent data. Data sources might include interviewing other people in the environment, completing measurements, conducting surveys, or
gathering any other information that the researchers consider informative (Dickens and Watkins 1999, p. 132). This point is further identified in articles 1 and 2 of the thesis in vol. II.

Dickens and Watkins (1999, p. 132), by referring to Watkins (1991), argue that by collecting data around a problem and then feeding it back to the organisation, researchers identify the need for change, and the direction that that change might take. As identified in article 2 in vol. II of the thesis.

Planning action follows from the analysis of the context and purpose of the project. This presupposes a motivation of learning a motivation to change, as forwarded by Lewin. 'Unfreezing' contains a process of 'unlearning' which is necessary for an organisation in order to 'relearn'. (Coghlan and Brannick 2001 p. 101)

Taking action means the implementation of the plan. This can be done, for example, by generating data and giving feedback to the organisation (the feedback to the community may act as an intervention itself) or the researchers may implement more structured actions that create changes within the system. (Dickens and Watkins 1999, p. 133)

Finally, the outcomes of the research, both intended and unintended, are examined with a view to seeing if any original diagnoses were correct, if the action was taken correctly and in an appropriate manner and what feeds into the next Action Research cycle. (Coghlan and Brannick 2001, p. 18) Controversially, some authors argue that the researcher should not have a precise idea of the nature of the outcome of any
intervention at the start and that the really valuable insights are those that emerge from the process in ways that cannot be foreseen. From this point of view, the testing of original diagnoses is impossible (Eden and Huxham 1996, p. 81). The participation of the research subject in the research process and the cyclical nature of Action Research characterise the process.

However, it is argued that Action Research projects (which are carried out in collaboration between action researcher and client system) may differ in the number of phases. (Susman and Everet 1978, p. 588) McNiff and Whitehead (2000, p. 205) even argue that action plans such as this one are useful, but they can be misleading. It is tempting to see these plans as routines to be followed rather than prompts to encourage people to be creative about their practice.

4.3 EPISTEMOLOGICAL ISSUES

As stated above, a multitude of definitions of Action Research exist and various authors combine different attributes and characteristics with it. There is, in addition, a controversial discussion about the recognition of Action Research as a scientific method. This discrepancy stems partly from the insufficient definition in Lewin’s seminal work. Furthermore, differing underlying theoretical views on the world and the nature and purpose of science, manifested in differing worldviews, paradigms, or orientations, exists. These ideas strongly influence perceptions concerning the nature of science, the subjective-objective dimension and the existence of long-term conflicts in society. (Arndt 1985, p. 15) In other words, the assessment of the scientific nature
of Action Research strongly depends on the worldview or paradigm the assessor supports.

The term ‘paradigm’ is often connected to the work of Thomas Kuhn in the 1960’s. Kuhn argued that scientific progress happens in small steps as an enhancement and refinement to what is already known. (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe 1999, p. 22) Paradigms deal with the proper domain of a science, the research questions it should ask, and the rules to follow in the interpretation of the results. They form the foundation of theories, although they are not theories themselves, but often remain implicit, are taken for granted, and, hence, are usually unquestioned. Furthermore, paradigms are not neutral and value-free. Rather, they can be seen as social constructions reflecting the values and interests of the dominant researchers in a science and their reference groups. (Arndt 1985, p. 11) Therefore, paradigms are accepted models or patterns, which underlie ‘normal science’. (Dixon and Wilkinson 1980, p. 40) But paradigms are not static. Occasionally, research results do not fit into existing patterns and theories. Furthermore, if new ways of looking at things are proposed which can account for both the old and new observations a “scientific revolution” can occur. (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe 1999, p. 22)

There is little in the literature to suggest attempts to falsify marketing theory. There has been a long period of calm since the article by Dhall & Yuspeh (1976), which threatened the Product Life Cycle. The authors claimed that the essence of branding played havoc with this heuristic device. It is evident that since 1976, the literature that follows does not take up the Dhall & Yuspeh challenge.
A brief overview about the two major, and extreme, paradigms in social sciences, positivism and phenomenology follows and Action Research is located within this framework. The designation “positivism” will be used (loosely) for all possible terminologies pertinent to this worldview, or orientation, i.e. all approaches to science that consider scientific knowledge to be obtainable only from data that can be directly experienced and verified between independent observers. (Susman and Evered 1978, p. 583). The same approach applies to the term ‘phenomenology’ i.e.; it is used as a convenient ‘label’ to characterise a range of propositions.

Positivism has a long intellectual history dating back to the late 15th and early 16th century, where a strong faith in rationality existed (Deshpande 1983, p. 102), and is connected to the work of Bacon (1561-1626) and Descartes (1596-1650). The perception of everyday scientific reality was based on the human senses – if a phenomenon could not be seen, heard, touched, smelled, or tasted, then it could not exist. Due to the extreme positivism point of view, man is a passive responder and reality is conceived as a concrete structure. In this perspective, knowledge can be created ‘at distance’. (Gronhaug and Olson 1999, p. 7) This positivist conception of science, which has dominated the physical, biological, and social sciences for more than a hundred years, is, at a later stage, linked to the work of the French mathematician and philosopher Auguste Comte (1798-1857). He used the term “positive” to refer to the actual in comparison to the imaginary (Susman and Evered 1978, p. 582), and argued that society could be studied by using the same logic of enquiry as that employed by the natural sciences. Two assumptions underlie this paradigm; firstly, that reality is external and objective and secondly, that knowledge is
only of significance, if it is based on observations of this external reality. (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe 1999, p. 22) They give the implications listed below.

1. Independence: the observer is independent of what is being observed;
2. Value-freedom: the choice of what to study, and how to study it, can be determined by objective criteria rather than by human beliefs and interests;
3. Causality: the aim of social science should be to identify causal explanations and fundamental laws that explain regularities in human social behaviour;
4. Hypothetic-deductive: science proceeds through a process of hypothesising fundamental laws and then deducing what kinds of observations will demonstrate the truth or falsity of these hypotheses;
5. Operationalisation: concepts need to be operationalised in a way which enables facts to be measured quantitatively;
6. Reductionism: problems as a whole are better understood if they are reduced into the simplest possible elements;
7. Generalisation: in order to be able to generalise about regularities in human and social behaviour it is necessary to select samples of sufficient size;
8. Cross-sectional analysis: making comparisons of variations across samples can most easily identify such regularities.

(Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe 1999, p. 23)

Giddens (1977), argues that in the positivist view, science is the primary discipline and, although philosophy is recognised as a separate discipline, it is seen as parasitic upon the findings of science. In addition, there is a fundamental distinction between fact and value: fact being the product of science, whilst value represents an entirely different and inferior order of phenomena. This reflects the underlying assumptions displayed above. There exist, however, various nuances represented by the many
schools of positivistic thought, and the short description given in this thesis does not do justice to all of them.

Largely in reaction to the application of positivism to social sciences, another paradigm has arisen. The primary objective of this worldview, termed phenomenology, is the direct investigation and description of phenomena as consciously experienced without theories about their causal explanation and as free as possible from unexamined preconceptions and presuppositions. (Encyclopaedia Britannica Online 2001a). Vico (1668-1744), for instance, argued that one could not study man and society in the same way as one studied inanimate nature. Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe (1999, p. 24) by summarising the work of Husserl (1946) argue that this paradigm, therefore, stems from the view that the world and 'reality' are not objective and exterior, but that they are socially constructed and given meaning by people. This so-called 'phenomenology' or 'idealism' was strongly influenced by authors such as Husserl, Brentano, Hegel, Schleiermacher, and Weber in the nineteenth century. Weber, for instance, was concerned with the mind as the creator of reality. (Deshpande 1983, p. 102) One should therefore try to understand why people have different experiences, rather than search for fundamental laws and external causes to explain their behaviour.

The differences between the phenomenological paradigm, which incorporates qualitative methods, and positivism, which follows a quantitative approach, are discussed subsequently. Reichardt and Cook state that
"...The quantitative paradigm is said to have a positivistic, deductive, particularistic, objective, outcome-oriented, and natural science world view. In contrast, the qualitative paradigm is said to subscribe to a phenomenological, inductive, holistic, subjective, process-oriented, and social anthropological worldview. "(1979, p. 9, 10)

The following illustration reflects major differences between the positivistic and the phenomenological paradigm:
### FIGURE 3: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN POSITIVISM AND PHENOMENOLOGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic beliefs:</th>
<th>Positivist Paradigm</th>
<th>Phenomenological Paradigm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Researcher should:** | • The world is external and objective  
• Observer is independent  
• Science is value-free | • The world is socially constructed and subjective  
• Observer is part of what is observed  
• Science is driven by human interest |
| **Preferred methods include:** | • Focus on facts  
• Look for causality and fundamental laws  
• Reduce phenomena to simplest elements  
• Formulate hypotheses and then test them  
• Work outcome-oriented  
• Analyse – Particularistic approach | • Focus on meanings  
• Try to understand what is happening  
• Look at the totality of each situation  
• Develop ideas through induction from data  
• Work process-oriented  
• Synthesize – Holistic approach |
| **Question of Validity:** | Does an instrument measure what it is supposed to measure? | Has the researcher gained full access to the knowledge and meanings of informants? |
| **Question of Reliability:** | Will the measure yield the same results on different occasions (assuming no real change in what is to be measured)? | Will similar observations be made by different researchers on different occasions? |
| **Question of Generalisability:** | What is the probability that patterns observed in a sample will also be present in the wider population from which the sample was drawn? | How likely is it that ideas and theories generated in one setting will also apply in other settings? |

**Source:** Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe 1999, p. 27 and 41; Deshpande 1983, p. 103

This figure displays the ‘pure’ versions of each paradigm. Although the basic beliefs may be incompatible in theory, when it comes to actual research, an amalgam of techniques that utilise both approaches is often applied. Deshpande (1983, p. 107) states that several scholars have noted that quantitative methodologies – therefore following the positivistic paradigm – emphasise reliability (frequently to the exclusion of...
of validity), while qualitative methodologies emphasise validity while downplaying reliability.

However, both approaches offer advantages for the researcher and yet have simultaneously been criticised.

Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe argue that positivistic methods

...provide wide coverage of the range of situations: they can be fast and economical: and, particularly when statistics are aggregated from large samples, they may be of considerable relevance to policy decisions. On the debit side these methods tend to be rather inflexible and artificial; they are not very effective in understanding processes or the significance that people attach to actions; they are not very helpful in generating theories. (1999, p. 32)

However, it should be mentioned, that despite the increasing criticism, that positivist ideas were not totally abandoned by philosophers of science and such ideas still have some influence today. (Hammersley, 1995, p. 11). McLaughlin (1996, p. 191) states that a number of contributors to the Commission of Management Research (in 1993) complained that too much of management research was dependent on positivism.

Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe argue that

The strength and weaknesses of the phenomenological paradigm and associated qualitative methods are fairly complementary. Thus they have strengths in their ability to look at change processes over time, to understand people's meanings, to adjust to new issues and ideas as they emerge, and to contribute to the evolution of new theories. They also provide a way of gathering data, which is seen as natural rather than artificial. There are, of course, weaknesses. Data collection can take up a great deal of time and resources, and the analysis and
interpretation of data may be very difficult. Qualitative studies often feel very untidy because it is harder to control their pace, progress and end-points. There is also the problem that many people, especially policy-makers, may give low credibility to studies based on a phenomenological approach.” (1999, p. 32)

Hammersley (1995) identifies the relativism of phenomenology as a key stumbling block for this approach. The question is, therefore, how social scientists can maintain that the researcher’s reality or interpretation is more accurate and valid than that of the subjects of the study. This is especially relevant because both have the layman’s world as their reference point and share the same resources. In other words, the phenomenological assumption that there is no universal truth determines that any position can be false if viewed from other points of view. (Hammersley 1995, p. 17)

Due to the opposing standpoints of both paradigms, the proponents of the quantitative, or idealistic, worldview can be located on the opposite end of an objectivity-subjectivity continuum from those of the positivist school of thought. (Deshpande 1983, p. 103) However, this does not necessarily mean that no integration of approaches is possible. Deshpande (1983, p. 107) concludes that (by using the example of marketing) a scientist would be well advised to carefully study and then put into practice qualitative methods. Once a theory has been developed and grounded, the application of quantitative methods would be more appropriate.

To be able to assess whether the Action Research methodology is scientific, and if so, if it is related to positivism or close to phenomenology – the two extreme positions – a deeper analysis of the scientific nature of Action Research is necessary. Therefore, Action Research is tested against the criteria of positivism. The defined characteristics
of positivism allow, an initial assessment of the similarities and differences to Action Research. Subsequently, because of the very nature of phenomenology, which inherently incorporates opposing viewpoints to positivism, the relation between Action Research and this paradigm can be evaluated. Beginning with the assessment of the generation of knowledge in Action Research and positivism and the consideration of deductive vs. inductive approaches, the following aspects are considered detachment vs. engagement of the researcher, action vs. prediction, the use of inductive vs. deductive methods and the application of a reductionist vs. systems approach. Although there are further areas in which similarities and differences can be detected, the following section focuses on the main criteria of importance in the development of the revised model of action research.

4.4 THE GENERATION OF KNOWLEDGE IN ACTION RESEARCH

Knowledge generation is at the centre of any research project. Gronhaug and Olson (1999, p. 7) argue that the production of knowledge is an important, if not the important purpose of conducting scientific research. Thereby, positivists believe that the basis of science lies in a theoretically natural observation language, which are both ontologically and epistemologically primary. Epistemology refers to the character of our knowledge of the world, and to count as ‘facts’. Ontology refers to what is the essence of things that make up the world; both concepts are related in that claims about what exists in the world almost inevitably lead to questions about how what exists in the world and how it is made known.
As a consequence, a traditional element of the term knowledge has been, and partly still is, related to the truth-value of the knowledge. Truth was also considered to be an overriding, central goal of marketing theory and research. (Hunt 1990, p. 1) However, truth is what society believes to be ‘correct’ and therefore has passed some rigorous tests. Calder, Phillips and Tybout argue that:

When theory application is the goal, falsification procedures are required to assess the scientific status of the theory. These procedures allow anything to be done that will ensure a rigorous test of the theory. Such a test is provided when internal, construct, and statistical-conclusion validity are maximised ... this entails selecting homogeneous respondent samples, tailoring multiple empirical operationalizations to the abstract theoretical concepts that they are meant to represent, and conducting true experiments in laboratory or other settings that are relatively free of extraneous sources of variation. If research provides a strong test of the theory, and if the theory escapes refutation, the theory is accepted as a scientific explanation of real-world events. (1981, p. 203)

In other words, by looking at the ‘facts’ of the world, statements made are directly verifiable as true or false; language and the facts would ‘speak for themselves’.

Alternatively, it is claimed that action research possesses great potential for knowledge creation, although not following positivistic claims. Susman and Evered (1978, p. 599) argue that if action research possesses its own legitimate epistemological and methodological base, then it can contribute to the growth of knowledge in a way different to that of positivist science can contribute.

The ‘process’ of theory, and therefore knowledge, generation in the positivistic sense is often connected to the Popperian view of the logical process that has to be followed
for scientific progress. While, in this view, induction is bypassed as not being part of scientific inquiry, the generation of falsifiable hypotheses and the execution of experiments that are capable of falsifying these hypotheses lie in the centre of interest. (Warmington 1980, p. 8; Mintzberg 1979, p. 584; Giddens 1979, pp. 58.) The differences between this process of positive natural science and the Action Research methodology are displayed in the subsequent figure.

FIGURE 4: PROCESS OF KNOWLEDGE CREATION IN POSITIVISM AND ACTION RESEARCH

2 The processes are not be discussed in detail, rather the general differences in the approaches to knowledge creation are highlighted. A more detailed description can be found in Warmington 1980, pp. 8ff.
The positive natural science methodology is commonly accepted and widely used among natural scientists. However, the application of this method bears several problems for social scientists. Firstly, the execution of relevant controlled laboratory experiments is difficult in social sciences and therefore, this stage has often been substituted, for example, by incorporating statistical methods such as sampling and data manipulation (Warminton 1980, p. 8). Mintzberg, by discussing the example of research methodology courses for doctoral students, argues that this Popperian view focuses solely on deduction (1979, p.584).

Popper, a key figure in positivism in recent years, developed the idea of deductivism, or hypothetic deductivism, in order to draw a distinction between the metaphysical and the empirical. In it he argues that a scientific theory can never be accorded more than provisional acceptance. Popper argues that

"There can be no ultimate statements in science: there can be no statements which cannot be tested, and therefore none that cannot be refuted, by falsifying some of the conclusions which can be deduced from them" (Popper 1968, p. 47)

Deductive methods, therefore, aim at the exploration of causal relationships by using mainly quantitative, testifiable research methods. Propositions are generated and tested in a highly structured research process and the sustained search for negative instances.

Mintzberg refers to deduction as the less interesting, less challenging part (in relation to induction). (1979, p. 584) In the same vein, it is argued that there is a need for assumptions about the world – even if these may be wrong – in order to avoid going
'mad' by constantly re-inventing our world from the myriad of possible stimuli and responses. Susman and Everet (1978, p. 598) felt that the deductive method offered no new knowledge about the world, as this method is only used to work out the consequences of what is already accepted. Furthermore, McLaughlin (1996, p. 189) argues that if we accept that theory acceptance is always tentative, how then can theory rejection be decisive, when observation statements inherently are theory dependent and fallible? In other words, a straightforward conclusive falsification of theory is not achievable because the observations leading to the falsification of a theory may be wrong. Finally, McLaughlin states that on a practical level it is unrealistic to expect that scientists will set out to disprove their theories. He argues, that in reality, the opposite is often the case.

Susman and Everet (1978 pp. 584ff.), in the same vein, put forward four aspects to support their argument that the formalist and reconstructionist worldview (and therefore positivism) is inadequate for generating knowledge, especially in the organisational context. Firstly, organisations are artefacts, created by human beings to serve their ends and they obey laws that are affected by human purposes and actions. Secondly, organisations are systems of human action in which the means and ends are guided by values. Thirdly, empirical observation and logical reconstruction of organisational activities are not sufficient for a science of organisation because organisations are planned according to their members’ conceptions of the future. These conceptions do not have a 'truth-value' in the positivistic sense. Furthermore, organisational researchers can understand organisations experientially and understanding need not be supported empirically, or validated logically, to find the ‘truth’ of many propositions. Fourthly, organisations can be legitimate objects of
scientific inquiry only as single cases, without considering whether such cases are subsumable under general laws. Knowledge about which actions are appropriate for problem solving need not be derived by reference to a general category of similar organisations from which we know what the best action to take is on average.

From the preceding analysis, it can be surmised that Action Research takes opposing standpoints to positivism in many aspects. Firstly, the generation of theory follows a different path in the process, the application of methods and the perception and evaluation of knowledge. The knowledge gained in an Action Research process is likely to be judged as unscientific and not provable by proponents of the positivistic. Secondly, the application of action contradicts the ideas of positivistic predictability. This becomes especially critical when assessing the participation of the Action Researcher in the action process. Rather than following the principles of rigour and objectivity, the scientist actively engages in the process and the knowledge of the layman is valued as equally important. Finally, the systems view followed in Action Research is opposed to the reductionist approach incorporated in the positivistic paradigm. The emerging systems cannot be analysed by applying quantitative methods, because the number of interdependent variables prevents generalisation (and the operationalisation of concepts) in order to test and verify propositions. Eden and Huxham (1996, p. 82) conclude that Action Research does not lend itself to repeatable experimentation; indeed its distinctive role is employed when experiments are inappropriate. Hence, the results of Action Research are prone to criticism if their external validity is judged solely by the traditional criteria of positivist science.
Greenwood and Levin (1998, p. 54) argue that in academic circles, Action Research is generally denigrated as unscientific, although some conventional scientists admit its usefulness. The criticism is mainly based on the argument that the findings of Action Research are based on "story telling rather that doing science" (Ibid, p. 54).

Peters and Robinson (1984, p. 120), summarising Agyris (1980) argue that 'action science' differs from 'normal science' – and therefore from positivism – in that the latter produces generalisations with high specificity and precision. Action science generates understanding of low generalist ability but a high accuracy, which attempts to specify the 'wholeness' of a particular problem, by capturing the pattern of variables whose validity is then tested by seeing the degree to which actors can use the model to develop actions which are effective in context.

From another viewpoint, the scientific status of Action Research can be accepted by locating its foundation in philosophical viewpoints, which differ from those used to legitimate positivist science. (Susman and Everet 1978, p. 594). If the generation of knowledge and the sophistication of the research process are used as criteria, Action Research can be regarded as scientific, because it possesses strong knowledge-creation capabilities and the applied methods are structured and complex in comparison to approaches used by laymen.

Greenwood and Levin (1998, p. 56) proposed that Action Research's pursuit of interactions between action and thought resembles research in the physical sciences far more closely than the practices of conventional social science. They therefore conclude that Action Research is "more capable of producing scientific results (in a positive sense) than conventional social science".
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After concluding that Action Research is not positivistic, the question arises as to where it is located with regard to other paradigms, e.g. on a continuum from extreme positivism to strict phenomenology. Bhattacharya, Cowan and Weedon (2000, p. 314) argue that Action Research is located between the high ground of positivism and the swampy lowlands of practical relevance.

Greenwood and Levin (1998, p. 90) see Action Research at the very centre of human life. The authors argue that, action research rejects both unquestioned authority and realism-positivism as reasonable approaches to social learning and social change. In contradiction to local activism, it also rejects pure relativism and uncritical commitment to the group it services.

The following figures shows Greenwood and Levin’s “Map of Action Research”.

FIGURE 5: MAP OF ACTION RESEARCH

SOURCE: GREENWOOD AND LEVIN 1998, P. 90

---

3 Hermeneutics is the art of understanding and the theory of interpretation (see: Wildman 2001) and as such related to phenomenology (see: Ihde 2001)
Peters and Robinson (1984, p. 117) state that discussions of Action Research can be found in the literatures on social and community action, organizational development, the transformation of educational organisations and practices and in methodological and theoretical discussions of social science. Rapaport (1970, pp. 499ff.), in more detail, describes four streams of development of action research. Firstly, the Tavistock stream of experience is based on the work of the Tavistock Institute and mainly deals with the combination of medical and social disciplines. Secondly, Operational Research, a multi-disciplinary subject, is emphasising mathematics, engineering and the physical sciences as well as the psychobiological sciences. Thirdly, Group Dynamics, which is related to experimental psychology and based on Lewin’s work. Finally, the Applied Anthropology stream, emphasising the culture concept and the need to approach problems, includes those of industrial relations, in cultural and sub-cultural terms.

On the practical level, Eden and Huxham (1996, p. 75) have highlighted the value of action research in management research and state that its supporters value the richness of insight, which could not be gained in other ways. These authors state that during the previous two decades or so, a network of scholars has developed whose interest is with the use of some of the principles of Action Research as a method for developing “effective professional practice”. The individual practitioner, rather than the organisation, is the focus of the research. The authors see education research as an application field for Action Research. Coghlan (2001, p. 49) mentions that managers are increasingly engaging in action research projects in their own organisations. In addition, he argues that issues of organisational concern, such as systems
improvement, organisational learning, the management of change and so on, are suitable subjects for Action Research.

4.5. CRITICISM

Rapaport (1970, pp. 50) proposed three dilemmas of Action Research in which the resolution in one direction leads away from science, while resolution in the other direction leads away from action.

- Ethical Dilemmas: Firstly, the clients' interests may differ from the ethical standards characteristic to scientific research. So can, for instance, an Action Research project aim at the maximisation of profit in a field that is harmful to the society, e.g. tobacco, or not medically approved health care products? Secondly, the confidentiality of the research subject may be endangered. This is, however a danger in all scientific research processes, but Action Research inherently reveals a multitude of information about the company and about individuals inside the clients’ organisations, due to the close cooperation and participative nature. Thirdly, an ethical dilemma can emerge when, after researcher developing work for one client, a competitor approaches the action researcher for similar assistance. Here again, the great insight of the scientists into the clients’ processes can lead to knowledge transfer. Fourthly, the personal involvement of the action researcher in the client organisations may pose ethical as well as technical problems. Over-involvement may result in bias and the urge to keep the action researcher’s expertise in the firm can lead to job offers for the researcher. Finally, a frequent ethical issue arises in
relation to competing action researchers or social consultants. A company can be motivated to seek to use an action researcher in organisational politics selecting what he likes and rejecting what he dislikes from the diagnostic stages of the work or from experiments which were pursued by other researchers or clients.

- **Goal dilemmas:** Firstly, the action researcher has the problem to find a balance between being too theoretic (e.g. ivory tower discussion) or being too practical and not contributing to scientific knowledge. Secondly, the time gap between problem definition and decision making must be long enough to allow for thorough analysis, either naturally, by conducting research in advance, or by the deferment of the decision making process. Thirdly, the need for the action researcher to get a deep insight to achieve the scientific goal might collide with the practitioners' wish for confidentiality.

- **Dilemmas of initiatives:** Firstly, the Action Research conception places the initiative with the client who has a problem that needs solution. This contrasts with the whole 'ethos of the academy', where protections have been erected and maintained in order to keep practical pressures off the scholar so that the researcher may conduct the value-free pursuit of knowledge with minimal interference. Secondly, the problem proposed by the practitioner might not be the most important one on which work has to be done. Thirdly, a defensive reaction of the research subjects may interfere with the action proposed by the researcher. Fourthly, a dilemma arises when one begins to appreciate the situation where an applied social scientist may realise the need for certain
problems to be solved but can discover no agency in society that is responsible for the solution of the problem.

Rapaport (1970, p. 503) proposes that in each case ‘good’ Action Research selectively combines elements of both worlds.

Gronhaug and Olson state that:

Over the years, Action Research has become acclaimed and criticised. At the same time as this research, tradition has been claimed to be the only way of producing useful knowledge by its (extreme) proponents (cf. Susman and Evered, 1978), action research has been deemed “unscientific”, and to produce research of mediocre quality with invalidated findings (Sorensen 1992). (Gronhaug and Olson 1999, p. 6)

Dickens and Watkins (1999, p. 131) highlight that Action Research has been criticised as either producing research with little action or action with little research; as being weak when merely a form of problem-solving and strong when emancipatory; as lacking the rigour of true scientific research; and lacking in internal and external control. Therefore, as being of little use in contributing to the body of knowledge. It is furthermore argued, that the principles of action and research are so different as to be mutually exclusive, so that to link them together is to create a fundamental internal conflict. In addition, the authors state that:

Many Action Research studies appear to abort at the stage of diagnosis of a problem or at the implementation of a single solution or strategy, irrespective of whether it resolves the problem. Individuals seeking to solve problems in complex, real-time settings find that the problems
change under their feet, often before the more in-depth iterative search for solutions suggested by Action Research has achieved meaningful results. (Dickens and Watkins 1999, p. 131)

Peters and Robinson (1984, p. 122) argued that Action Research did not enjoy the status of a paradigm in the social sciences, even though a small number of writers had spoken of it as such. Peters and Robinson argue that although there were some common methodological procedures, there was no scientific community. Action research therefore was not seen as a paradigm in a Kuhnian sense. The authors suggest that “at least” a certain self-consciousness by practitioners of their common membership has to be present, indicated by such things as the existence of professional journals and associations, a textbook tradition, and the like. Nevertheless, Peters and Robinson saw a potential for Action Research to reach a paradigmatic status. (1984, p. 122)

On the other hand, Peters and Robinson (1984, p. 117) state that Ketterer et al (1980) already saw action research as an emergent paradigm, being one among a number of other approaches that held considerable promise for the integration of theory and practice.

In this chapter, the history and process of Action Research as well as differing definitions of the topic have been discussed. Inconsistent perceptions of action research have demanded an analysis of the underlying theoretical assumptions about science. Based on this analysis, the scientific nature of action research and its position with regard to other worldviews has been assessed. Action research is seen as close to phenomenology, while rejecting the majority of positivistic perspective. A final answer to the question ‘Is Action Research scientific?’ could not be found.
5.1. DATA IN THE CASES STUDIES

The principal aim of the research conducted in this thesis is the identification of limitations of the current application process of Heuristic Marketing Devices. A set of propositions was established in chapter 1, based on an analysis of current literature concerning heuristic devices and action research. The aim of this research process is therefore, to assess the propositions, in order to either accept or reject them. It was seen as appropriate to analyse applications of Heuristic Marketing Devices in practice and identify the limitations of the process.

The thesis rests on existing case studies of Heuristic Marketing Device applications (as published in marketing journals) as the source of information. The main reasons for this were that, firstly, there is a great amount of readily available information in the form of well analysed and documented case studies available. Secondly, case studies usually contain detailed information about why and how data was collected and measured. Thirdly, the use of existing case studies made the analysis of a larger number than would be otherwise possible.

Some of the case studies selected are of practical, and some of theoretical, nature. This allows for the assessment of the Heuristic Device process in practical situations.
as well as the analysis of theoretical and therefore “ideal” application of Heuristic Devices.

5.2 CASE STUDY METHOD

This method is always useful when one wants to focus on a set of issues. Yin (1994) states that the method is of primary importance when one wants to distinguish characteristics of an extreme or infrequent situation, within which an organisation might find itself. Furthermore the method allows comparison and integrates the principle of replication. It allows the gathering of specific data to test alternative propositions.

Several questions were derived from the propositions introduced in Chapter 1. These question are in the figure below.
**FIGURE 6: RESEARCH QUESTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying problematic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Nature of the problem, e.g. theoretical vs. practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identification of the problem by researchers or by the research subject, e.g. the company?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Is problem definition, and therefore research objective, open or delimited and closed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Is reality reduced to a small number of factors, or is the whole system analysed?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applied analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Which steps were applied in the research process?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Were quantitative or qualitative methods used?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can the research process in general be classified as either positivistic or phenomenological?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Was internal knowledge utilised?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planning process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Which Heuristic Marketing Devices were applied?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Was the planning process customised to the actual situation, e.g. is there evidence, that the selection of the applied heuristic models was due to their appropriateness or were they selected out randomly or out of convenience? Furthermore, were Heuristic Marketing Devices modified for perfect fit in the special situation?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control and reflection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Is a reflection process included into the case study?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If not, is such a process recommended and sufficiently described?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continuous planning vs. on-off projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Is the planning process a part of an ongoing research process which makes use of historical planning processes and simultaneously facilitates further projects?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participation of practitioners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Were practitioners involved in the planning process in order to utilise the existing expertise and experience and to support managerial learning to facilitate independent planning processes?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Was generic knowledge produced which could, for instance, lead to new models?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Were relationships between variables of the specific situation isolated which can then be utilised in further projects, e.g. case-specific relationships which are individual to the industry, company, brand, consumer type etc.?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Was the outcome stored in a knowledge pool for further utilisation or was such a process recommended?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation of new theories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Did the application of Heuristic Devices contribute or lead to new theories, e.g. in the form of new models?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If not, were existing theories &quot;only&quot; applied or also tested?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH METHOD

The application of a non-positivistic procedure inherently cannot fulfil the requirements of that worldview. The confirmation of propositions, because of the qualitative nature of case study contradicts the 'falsification' criterion as proposed by Popper (1968). The selection of cases neither reflects the whole population of cases in which Heuristic Marketing Devices could be applied, nor is the selection randomly drawn out of the existing case studies published in the literature. The analysis of the sampled cases is aimed at providing a deep insight into the processes, rather than stated results, which can be quantified, tested, and published in graphs or tables.

The author did not interview managers about their experiences and opinions. Although this option was considered, there were sufficient resources, in the form of the cases, which could be used. This allows the focus to be the given problem situation. In addition, during the research process it became obvious that the amount of information derived from the case studies was sufficient to justify the conclusions of the research. The cases, as published, however were not themselves seen (at the time) as vehicles in the pursuit of this thesis. They were a distanced description of an engagement with managers that had pedagogic and instructional value. The published cases are no, therefore, rich descriptions of primary sources: they should be viewed (in this context) as secondary sources.
CHAPTER 1

ANALYSIS OF CASES

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents, from the published works, the application of the research questions (fig 6) to the cases.

6.2 BODDINGTONS

The underlying article is:


Description:

This theoretical case study focuses on the competitive and maturing beer market in the UK. The example of Boddingtons, a Manchester beer company, owned by Whitbread plc. is used to highlight the practical use of marketing tools to develop a strategic market entry in a foreign country. As a result, the entry into the Dutch market is suggested and several strategic and tactical measures were proposed.
Analysis

The underlying problematic areas of the case study are outlined subsequently. As a theoretical example, these problems were identified by academics.

- Increasing competition in the domestic (UK) beer market; Boddingtons was in the maturity stage of the PLC in the UK
- The company was already diversified and further diversification was seen as possibly having negative impacts
- The corporate objective was to follow a globalisation strategy
- Whitbread did not possess distribution facilities abroad; however, the company had connections to other breweries, e.g. Heineken, because it brewed foreign beers under licence in the UK.
- The Netherlands were seen as an opportunity to enter a foreign market with great cultural affinity, strong beer drinking habits, openness to trade and foreign products, minimal transport costs, and the chance to team up with Heineken, a Dutch brewery to utilise their distribution system.

The case study has the aim of evaluating the possibilities of entering the Dutch market combined with the development of an appropriate strategy. Therefore, the research area is predicated on the achievement of these goals. (In a more open way, for example, the assessment of all options of increasing sales in the UK and abroad could have been an aim, which would have more reflected an open approach research.)

The author furthermore perceives the applied research method as a reduction of the real world to certain variables, which were utilised in the planning process.
In the **analysis** part of the study, an internal and an external audit was performed. Thereby, the company's structure, basic information on the Netherlands, the Dutch beer market in general, and especially the competitors in this segment were analysed. Subsequently, a SWOT analysis was executed as a basis for strategic planning. No primary data was generated; rather secondary sources were utilised.

The **planning** process comprised the following Heuristic Marketing Devices:

- Ansoff Matrix
- Product Life Cycle
- Boston Consulting Group Matrix
- MIXMAP Model
- Marketing Mix

There was no evidence, however, that the applied models were selected according to an evaluation process to identify the most appropriate models. Furthermore, no customisation of the models to the specific situation was mentioned.

The case study ends with the proposal of recommendations for an appropriate strategy. Although *control and reflection* are not explicitly described, the authors argue that the market entrance into the Dutch market can be regarded as a “test” for the success of such specialised products. The authors therefore place emphasis on the control of the outcome of the project in order to evaluate further strategic moves to other countries following the aim of globalisation.
This also leads to the recognition of the case as belonging to an ongoing process.
First, the strategy of entering one foreign country is evaluated and the outcomes monitored; this knowledge can be utilised in a next step to maximise the results of further market entry strategies.

The case study was termed a "theoretical example" and therefore, there was no participation of practitioners in any stage of the project.

The research outcome was in the form of practical recommendations concerning strategy and tactics. No new models were developed and no unknown generic relationships identified. Although, as highlighted above, the results of the action (based on the recommendations) are of importance for the further strategy, there was no description of how to store the data and make the findings utilisable.

6.3 DANCALL TELECOM

Based on the article:


The case study was described as an academic exercise by the authors. Although based on a real-world company and situation, the analysis was not performed in collaboration with Dancall Telecom.
The case study established the entry strategy for Dancall A/S to market mobile cellular telephones in the UK after being acquired by Amstrad UK.

**Analysis**

The **problems** of this case can be summarised as follows:

- As an independent subsidiary of Amstrad UK, Dancall was in a position to develop a marketing strategy to mass market a newly developed mobile cellular telephone.
- UK was chosen as the first country to enter.
- There was a growing interest in mobile telecommunications and the UK had the highest mobile phone user ratio in Europe.
- There was increasing competition in the mobile phone segments.
- The UK was recovering from a recession.

The aims of the case study were to establish an appropriate strategy and congruent tactics in order to fulfil long-term and a series of short-term objectives. The long-term ones were concerned with the development of batteries and the evaluation of Scotland as a manufacturing location. This time-horizon was two to three years for these aims.

The short-term objectives were aimed at twelve months and concerned with the introduction of a new mobile phone, the targeting of appropriate customer segments, and the cooperation with a service provider, and distribution possibilities.
Detailed aims for two planning periods framed the research project and therefore the openness of the study was limited. Furthermore, the use of models demanded the reduction of the real world to a limited number of criteria, which were utilised in the strategic planning process.

The analysis consisted of the following steps:

A marketing audit was performed, consisting of an external audit, covering the business and economic environment, the market and competitors, and an internal audit. Next, a SWOT analysis was executed. The market entry strategy was developed on the basis of the McDonald’s marketing plan. The following Heuristic Marketing Devices were applied:

- Boston Consulting Group Matrix
- Ansoff Matrix
- McDonald’s extension of the Ansoff Matrix
- Product Life Cycle
- George Day Matrix (Growth vector alternatives)
- Porter’s Generic Strategies

The applied Heuristic Devices were part of the development of a marketing plan (due to McDonald). However, there was no customisation of the applied models and no explanation why the actual models were chosen, e.g. an evaluation of the appropriateness of different models.
The case study ends with the recommendation of strategies and objectives for Dancall. Due to the theoretical nature of the study, no control of the real outcome was possible. In addition, a process of control and reflection was not mentioned or suggested in the paper.

As stated above, the paper is an academic exercise and therefore, not part of a continuous planning process in which information gathered in historical planning processes is utilised while simultaneously subsequent planning is facilitated. Furthermore, practitioners were at no stage of the study involved in the process.

The outcome of the study was in the form of recommendations for strategy development. New models were not developed and generic relationships of the very Situation the company is in were not discovered. The utilisation of the research outcome in further projects was not mentioned. Finally, the storage of the information in an internal knowledge pool was not subject to discussion in the paper.

6.4 BASS PLC


The focus of the research project can be assessed as restricted, due to the existence of a clear target: The establishment of Bass in the UK. Nevertheless, it must be mentioned that the study was part of a bigger project, which had the aim of 'increasing sales'. However, the study does not reveal details about the 'grand study'.
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In order to allow for the use of models, reality was reduced to a limited set of information, which built the basis for the application of Heuristic Marketing Devices.

**Analysis**

The *analysis* part of the study contained the following steps:

- Strategic planning
- Identification of Bass as a PLC
- Secondary research for industry information and information about target markets.
- Perceptual mapping of the product with regard to substitute products
- Market Segmentation, Targeting, Product definition, Positioning and assessment of the benefits.
- SWOT analysis
- Primary research in form of qualitative interviews with company managers (which were not explicitly analysed but contributed to the analysis)

The research process can therefore not be regarded as positivistic; rather the analysis of existing literature, combined with a small number of personal interviews with company managers was pursued. The interviews were not analysed with quantitative methods.

The internal knowledge was utilised to some extent in the analysis part; however, an estimation of the degree of usage cannot be given.

The *planning process* consisted of the application of the following Heuristic Marketing Devices:
Finally, the selection and intensity of different Marketing Mix variables was determined by applying the MIXMAP methodology. Thereby, two distinct procedures were suggested which were focused on final customers and intermediaries.

There is no explicit description of why and how the applied models were selected. Although the models were not modified, a certain degree of customisation is obvious, e.g. in the development of distinct MIXMAP approaches for different customers.

Processes of control and reflection were not covered in the papers. The study ends with the recommendations for the launch and development of the product. However, the author suggests that the MIXMAP model could be used for controlling but the description of this process is absent.

The case study is not part of a continuous cycle but rather the detailed analysis of one solution to the company’s problems as stated above. The general aim of the company’s efforts is the increase of sales in order to minimise the gap between
expected and desired sales volume. As this, the study can be seen as a one-off project, evaluating the possibilities and procedure of one option to increase sales.

Practitioners were involved in the study. A small number of interviews were conducted with the management, which contributed to the analysis part of the study. However, the participation of the company in the planning process was not mentioned in the published works.

6.5 DAIRY CREST

Based on article:


This case study analyses the entry of Dairy Crest, a UK milk-product company, into the German market. The results are based on an internal and external analysis. The engagement of Dairy Crest in Germany was recommended as well as strategic and tactical suggestions were promulgated.

Analysis

The case study is practical in nature. The underlying problems are:

- Dairy Crest is a broadly based UK dairy food company and has significant positions within several sectors of the UK dairy market.
• The company, by applying a focused strategy direction, experienced significant increases in profits.

• The analysed ‘fresh dairy’ market had been the fastest growing dairy segment in the UK in the previous year.

• Germany, the largest country in Europe, had faced difficulties in the post-reunification time. These problems mainly affected the unemployment rate, tax situation, disposable income, etc.

• Simultaneously, popularity of health food increased and Germany rose to the third highest place on the per capita consumption of yoghurt in Europe.

The focus of the study is seen as closed and delimited due to the existence of a fixed aim, entry to the German market. For instance, no evaluation of other possibilities e.g. entry into other countries or increase of sales in the home country was pursued. Furthermore, in order to apply Heuristic Devices, a limited amount of data was used to reflect the whole system.

The analysis part comprised the following steps:

An internal analysis, covering the different brands of the company and the research and development efforts was executed. Subsequently, an external analysis was performed. The market structure, e.g. consumers, competition and the characteristics of the marketing mix elements in the German market were analysed. This step was followed by the formulation of a strategy to enter the German market, based on the findings of the external analysis.
In the **planning process** of strategy and tactic formulation, the following Heuristic Marketing Devices were applied:

- Ansoff Matrix
- Product Life Cycle
- Boston Consulting Group Matrix
- MIXMAP Model
- Marketing Mix

There was no customisation of the models to the actual situation; rather, the existing Heuristic Devices were applied theoretically. There is furthermore no detailed description, why the applied modes were chosen.

Due to the character of the study, a reflection process is not included. Recommendations covering the selection and implementation of appropriate strategic and tactical choices were forwarded; a control and reflection process was not described or suggested.

The study is not part of a cyclical process, and therefore does not build upon existing information. However, the future development for the next three years is proposed. This builds, although not explicitly stated, the basis for the control of the strategic and tactical measures

Due to the nature of the project, no company management was included into the planning process.
The results were recommendations for the further development of the company by entering the German market. Existing models were applied and no new relationships were discovered. A process of knowledge-storage and utilisation was not described in the study.

6.6 RUSSIA

Article:


This article analyses the strategic and tactical positioning of a company “Vinnie’s Pizzeria” when entering the Russian market. The findings of the paper consist of suggestions for the positioning of the company in several steps after the market entry:

- Vinnie’s Pizzeria is a large pizza restaurant chain worldwide, Pizza Hut being the first

- Following the collapse of the Soviet Union and the increasing liberalisation of the markets, Russia holds great potentials for western companies.

- An early establishment in Russia will allow for a big market share in the future, and can be the “door to neighbouring countries”.

- Pizza Hut was already present in the Russian market.

The research focus of this study is perceived as rather open in contradiction to the preceding studies. The difference in this case is, that the problematic was not the
general increase of sales and the existence of a defined solution but the opportunities of a recently opened country and the presence of a competitor. The researchers had therefore the freedom to solve the problem – establish Vinnie’s in Russia – in any way and were not bound to certain aims.

However, in order to apply Heuristic Devices, a reductionist approach was used.

**Analysis**

The analysis part encompassed the steps “environmental scanning”, mainly consisting of a PEST analysis, a competitor analysis, and a SWOT analysis.

The Heuristic Marketing Devices applied in the strategic **planning** process were:

- Product Life Cycle
- Boston Consulting Group Matrix
- MIXMAP Model
- Marketing Mix

There was no description of the selection process of the applied Heuristic Devices. However, due to the anonymous nature of the case, the selection and customisation of models to individual fit does not seem to be of necessity.

Furthermore, the steps control and reflection, were not included in the paper and due to - anonymity -, the study did not belong to an ongoing process feeding into the following cycle and simultaneously being fed by the preceding one.
The research results were in form of recommendations for the strategic and tactical measures undertaken by Vinnie’s in order to successfully enter the Russian market and to maintain growth.

6.7 HÄAGEN DAZS

Corresponding article:


This case study relates to Häagen Dazs’s strategic and tactical positioning in the UK market, especially the Manchester area, in the context of the company’s aims regarding market share. The research consisted of secondary and primary research, which consisted of consumer questionnaires and two surveys within the Häagen Dasz Company.

Analysis

The underlying problems of the study can be summarised as follows:

- Häagen Dazs was unknown in the UK market until its launch in 1989, although being market leader in the US
- Until 1994, Häagen Dasz had acquired a 35 per cent market share in the UK, being the market leader in the fast growing market of bulk ice cream
- The company’s aims were to maintain or to further increase market share by the end of the year 2000
To achieve this aim, an appropriate strategy needed to be selected and congruent tactics had to be developed.

Häagen Dazs had followed a “whisper campaign” in the first year after the launch and distribution was limited to selected outlets such as Harrods. Subsequently, several more Häagen Dasz shops and distribution outlets in supermarkets, cinemas and other shops were added. The pint-size tub, which was in the centre of interest, is characterised by high quality and a premium price in the same range as other premium brands.

The analysis part of the study consisted of the following steps:

Primary Research – A consumer questionnaire with 93 respondents was pursued to investigate how the consumer views the company and product. Furthermore, Häagen Dasz completed two company questionnaires, in order to establish how the company positions their product and in order to identify the variables Häagen Dasz emphasises.

The sampling method used for the consumer questionnaire was characterised as non-probability, convenience sampling. The authors emphasised the generation of both quantitative and qualitative information; this was even seen as essential for the targeted outcome.

Secondary Research – Company information and general market information was reviewed to analyse trends in the ice cream industry and up and coming competition.
The research focus of this study is perceived as open. The aim was to develop appropriate strategies to increase sales and market share. Thereby, no restrictions or predetermined aspects existed. However, in order to use models, a reductionism approach was pursued.

In the planning process, the following Heuristic Marketing Devices were applied:

- Product Life Cycle
- Marketing Mix
- Boston Consulting Group Matrix
- Porter's Generic Competitive Strategies
- MIXMAP Model

The planning consisted of identifying the actual position of Häagen Dazs’s products in the Heuristic Devices, e.g. the Boston Consulting Group Matrix. Next, the tactical position of the brands was located on tactical matrices (e.g. Price Level/Value for Money, etc.), as perceived by the consumers. This outcome was compared to the positioning of the products, as perceived by the company management. This allowed for the identification of differences between perceived and expected positioning of the brands on a tactical level. Subsequently, recommendations were forwarded in order to achieve congruence between first, the consumers’ and company’s perceptions and second, the aspired strategy in order to achieve the set goals.

The reasons for selecting the applied Heuristic Marketing Devices in the actual situation were not explained. Rather, the general usefulness of the tools in strategic
Planning processes was emphasised. The models were not customised, but differences between the perceived and expected position of the brands were analysed which reflects a certain amount of customisation because the “standard” process of applying Heuristic Devices does not include this procedure.

The case study closes with the proposition of recommendations; therefore, a control and reflection step is not included. Neither was such a step suggested or described.

The case study does not state if the described planning process is part of a continuous cycle. However, the author concludes, due to the mentioned time-horizon of six years, the planning process is a one-off project. Furthermore, no information from previous planning processes was utilised.

Practitioners were involved in the planning process merely as information source, in order to identify the expected product positioning and to find out about the aims of Häagen Dazs.

6.8 SUMMARY

A full analysis of all the cases can be seen in appendix D.

The steps taken in the analysis part of the cases varies strongly. All the cases had an application of annalistic methods, SWOT including, internal and external audits.
The planning process was characterised by the use of a variety of Heuristic Marketing Devices, which were in two cases applied in order to develop a marketing plan. The analysis of the planning process showed that in no case were existing models modified, or customised, to the specific situation. Furthermore, in all cases the following Heuristic Devices: PLC, BCG, MIXMAP, and Marketing Mix were applied. None of cases contains an explanation why these models were selected. This leads to the conclusion that the selection process of Heuristic Marketing Devices for a specific situation follows individual preferences, or "convenience" rules, rather than rigorous assessment of advantages and disadvantages. Nevertheless, in two cases, (the Dancall case 5 vol. II and The Bass case 9 vol. II) the application of the models differed from the "standard" method in order to consider specific circumstances.

No case study contained a control, or reflective, step, and the paper do not include a description of such a process. Only in the "Boddingtons's" case, is the proposed strategy describes as a "test" for further market entry projects.

The cases, as presented in these published outputs are (effectively) descriptions of practice as encountered. They are distanced descriptions prepared as illustrative cases for teaching purposes. As such, they should not be interpreted as rich and personal research accounts of the episodes to which they refer – they were not published with this as their aim. Indeed, given the desire of many participants for both personal anonymity and an element of "disguise" for company situations, they would not have been publishable in another form as "rich" layered descriptions. As descriptions of situations and of management reactions to them, the cases collectively however contribute to knowledge of managerial behaviour in marketing.
This form of published output introduces a distance between the action research approach pursued with managers in individual companies and its representation and analysis in this thesis.

The action research standpoint informed the perspective and processes adopted with managers. It was not reflected in the cases studies as outputs. The other published work included in this thesis deal more centrally with theoretical concerns and action perspectives. It is the accumulation of experience and the development of processes that provided the bases for the major contribution of knowledge.
7.1 EXAMINING THE RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS

The preceding analysis of the case studies combined with the information gained in the literature review builds the basis for the testing of the propositions, which were.

**FIGURE 7: EVALUATION OF PROPOSITIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propositions</th>
<th>Supported</th>
<th>Rejected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Propositions A</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The process of applying Heuristic Devices is not optimal</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary Propositions A&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects are usually one-offs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary Propositions A&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research area is mostly delimited</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reductionism is applied rather than systems view</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary Propositions A&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a disclosure of the research subject</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therefore, internal knowledge is not utilised</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no intra-firm knowledge creation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary Propositions A&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no, or only limited customisation of the research process to the actual situation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Propositions B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The outcome of Heuristic Device - projects is sub optimally used</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary Propositions B&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation and reflection are not emphasised</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary Propositions B&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge is not integrated into intra-firm expertise</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Propositions C</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no, or only limited, contribution to theory generation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The primary proposition A is accepted because none of the secondary proposition (A₁ – A₄) was rejected. The results in more detail are:

A₁: The analysis revealed that the Boddington’s case is not based on preceding studies but builds the basis for further analysis. Furthermore, the Häagen Dazs case is part of a ‘grand study’ but no reference to this is given. All other cases are one offs. Therefore, B₁ is accepted.

A₂: Four out of six case studies were perceived as ‘delimited’ and not possessing an open focus. Furthermore, in all studies, reductionism was pursued, mainly in order to use Heuristic Marketing Devices. Therefore, proposition B2 is accepted.

A₃: The analysis showed that only in three cases practitioners were involved. However the participation of these was merely as information deliverers and in no case there was the involvement of management into the planning process. This leads to the acceptance of B₃.

A₄: There was only limited customisation of the research process and the applied tools in one case. However, in the other studies, this was not the case and no detailed description of the selection process of Heuristic Devices was included. Therefore, B₄ was accepted.

Primary proposition B was accepted, due to the acceptance of C₁ and C₂.
B1: Only one case, Boddingtons, referred to the control of the outcomes, but did not describe this process in detail. All other cases did not include reflection and control. Therefore, C1 can be accepted.

B2: This proposition is accepted because in no case the storage of knowledge and the integration of information into an intra-firm knowledge pool was mentioned.

Finally, proposition C was accepted.

In no case, generic knowledge, or new relationships were discovered. Furthermore, no new theory was generated. All case studies consisted of the application of existing models,

In summary, it can be concluded that the process of applying Heuristic Devices has several weaknesses according to the accepted proposition. Therefore, the aim of the thesis is to develop a modelling approach, which would minimise the weaknesses of the current Heuristic Devices application by integrating the Action Research methodology.

7.2 DEVELOPMENT OF AN REVISED MODEL

Given the outcomes experienced in the case studies, an expanded model is proposed. The aim of this model is to overcome the limitations of the current process of application of Heuristic Marketing Devices, by integrating parts of action research methodology.
The formal application of the revised model, as distinct from the application of current Heuristic Marketing Devices and Action Research is discussed. The changes to the current model and the advantages of the revised method are outlined.

**The process of applying Heuristic Action Devices**

A process of analysis and planning often follows the applications of Heuristic Marketing Devices. Although included in the original model, the steps, 'action' and 'control' are not performed in practice. A 'real world' problem usually exists and triggers the research process. Therefore, these action and control steps are shown in parentheses in the revised figure.

The revised model, ("Heuristic Action Device") builds on the original model, using the experience and analysis arising from the study. The existence of a real world problem remains the starting point, followed by the analysis of the situation, the planning of action facilitated by the existent marketing model, taking action and finally reviewing and controlling the taken action and the outcome. These steps are, analogous to an action research methodology, repeatedly applied. Therefore, a cycle, or spiral emerges which leads to continuous change. The differences and similarities in the process are highlighted in the subsequent figure:
Content of the Revised Heuristic Action Model

This chapter discusses the revised model identifying the advantages of the approach. These advantages will be identified within the steps of the process: Analysis, Planning, Change/Action, and Reflection. In addition, the peculiarities of a cyclical process, the language used, and the characteristics of the stored knowledge will be discussed.
Analysis

Another aspect of the Heuristic Action Model is the renunciation of strictly delimited research areas. The limitation of research efforts to certain topics and the fulfilment of rigorously defined targets impedes the emergence of unusual solutions and can hamper the identification of underlying problems which in turn can lead to the curing of symptoms rather than the resolution of actual problems. The incorporation of the openness of Action Research into the Heuristic Action methodology is supported. The cyclical procedure of this form of research allows starting off with very broadly defined topics and the step-by-step identification of the real problem.

Planning

The planning process of the Heuristic Action Model is characterised by the application of marketing models, such as the BCG or MIXMAP model. This is seen as preferable to the less structured action research methodology, which does not give the practitioner defined 'guidelines' concerning the planning of action in the marketing context. In addition, the application of established, structured, and well-analysed models facilitates the control of outcomes and reflection on the process, which are essential for organisational learning and change.

The participation of the research subject, e.g. the company's management is seen as vital for the long-term success of this model. The involvement of the practitioner is thought likely to increase the practical and academic value of the research outcome, because internal expertise, and experience can be utilised. The value of practitioner
knowledge is central to the action research process and is one of the major sources of information.

The participation of the research subject in the planning process facilitates the emancipation of the practitioners from academics and consultants and supports their independence. The key to the autonomous execution of research and planning processes is the creation of an internal knowledge base. This base consists of experiences of a company's management gained in the participation of research processes. The creation of written reports helps to make this knowledge accessible to the whole of management and prevents the restriction of knowledge to the people directly involved. Although the company may depend on outside consultants or academics the first time, the subsequent application of the Heuristic Action methodology increases internal knowledge and eventually leads to a point, where the company is familiar with the adequate tools and processes. From this stage on, a company can independently pursue research and, incrementally, with every project and every research cycle, enhance the outcome while minimising the research efforts. The company is also able to refine the marketing models with every research cycle. The detailed reporting of every modification and the corresponding results as well as the continuous planning process can be used to tailor existing models to a company's particular situation.

The existence of an accessible internal knowledge base, which contains detailed information about historical planning processes, can help to avoid the same mistakes being made repeatedly. The possibility of examining previous successes (and especially failures) can help to identify mistakes, which can be avoided in future.
The author also believes that the “openness” of the planning process itself is of importance for success in planning. The ability of practitioner researchers to constantly redefine problems, as well as aims (because of information gained in preceding research cycles) enables them to identify the key issues. The expansion of the openness to the planning process allows the practitioner and researchers to consider and implement unusual solutions, which might possible superior because of their uniqueness.

The author recognises difficulties in realising a systems-approach when simultaneously applying models, which inherently demand the reduction of data. It is the task of the Heuristic Action Researcher to adopt a systems view whilst applying limited framework both in order to ‘feed’ the models and take a holistic view of the situation.

*Change/Action*

Whereas change itself is not well covered in the standard planning process, the monitoring and reporting of actions is of paramount importance. The monitoring of actions gives the practitioner and the researcher the possibility of evaluating the planned strategy and assessing, for instance, which methods are applicable and which practical aspects are contextually relevant. In addition, the emerging outcomes facilitate reflection. The researchers can abstract actions, (which leads to change during the process) if difficulties occur, rather than either follow the planned path and analyse the problems afterwards or change the plan dynamically.
The constant recognition of interdependencies and peripheral issues increases the knowledge of the researchers, e.g. the company’s managers. Furthermore, interdisciplinary communication is necessary which contributes to a healthy interaction between different groups of a company.

**Reflection**

As outlined above, the monitoring and reporting of the analysis, planning, and action processes, derived from Action Research, is a paramount feature of the Heuristic Action methodology.

The reflection process is strongly facilitated by the existence of detailed information about the whole research process, which enables practitioners and researchers to recognise relationships between measures and outcomes. Nevertheless, it seems difficult to determine which relationships are generic and which are particular to the case. The repeated execution of the research process can, however, help to detect the genus, and therefore facilitate the extrapolation from the specific case. The reported reflective process completes the specific Heuristic Action cycle and the resulting output is a contribution to the internal knowledge base. The existence of completely described cycles, or cases, helps to understand the cause and effect relationships prevalent in the company’s environment and is, as such, the basis for further, more successful planning and action.

**Cyclical process**

The knowledge and experience gathered in one cycle can be applied in the following. Therefore, an approximation to an optimal solution takes place, rather than the search
for 'the one best solution', which can be achieved in one research process. The recognition of the dynamic and volatile environment demands a continuing adjustment of marketing measures. A dynamic process, grounded on preceding cycles, reflects this demand for repeated analysis and change.

The company may have the possibility of applying action in steps, and monitoring the effects of each step, in cycles.

### 7.4 FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this thesis, it has been argued that the process of applying Heuristic Marketing Devices is sub optimal. Thereby, secondary literature was analysed and it was revealed that marketing theory, strategic planning, and the use of Heuristic Marketing Devices has been subject to substantial criticism. Based on this literature research, propositions were developed in order to test several aspects of the application process of Heuristic Devices, which could not be confirmed by reviewing the existing literature.

The assessment of the propositions uncovered several limitations to the current application process of Heuristic Marketing Devices. Based on these findings, an extended model has been developed, combining aspects of Action Research and the current Heuristic Devices process.
The contribution to knowledge in this thesis rest on

- The identification of deficiencies in the current application of marketing heuristics.
- The adaptation of the processes used by managers in the heuristics action model.
- The development of the revised heuristic action model.
- The interpretation of marketing heuristics in the action research process.

7.5 FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDAE

I believe that future areas of research can be developed from this Thesis and they are listed in no order of preference.

- Once the Heuristic Mix Mapping Modelling approach has been explained to practitioners, how is the approach employed and to the satisfaction of whom?
- Testing and evaluation of Mix Mapping to explore the validity in a Management context.
- Does Mix Mapping succeed only in the authors hands and how constant are the outcomes when used by different consultants?
- What modifications to the variables and elements of Mix Mapping would practitioners change in various market environments?
- How effective is the methodology if used in SME’s?
- Exploration of differing interpretations by business customers as compared to consumers.
• Trials in other business contexts for example the public sector or social services.
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Branding and the Marketing Mix Examined in a Benetton Franchise
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The retail-marketing-mix elements previously highlighted by McGoldrick are merchandise, service, price, quality, fashion, branding, store atmosphere, and location.

These are the key areas for investigation, and various research techniques are used to highlight their operational position within the franchisee's offer to the consumer, especially within a Benetton franchise.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need to establish the existence of the Benetton Brand vis-à-vis non-branded products sold within the confines of a Benetton retail outlet is paramount for Benetton and an essential factor that further extends the essence of consumers' perceptions. The fortuitous position of being able to examine all retail sales within such a franchise added value to the exercise. The company was C.S.V. Trading Ltd, 8 Fleet Walk, Burnley, Lancashire, an exclusive Benetton franchise situated in a retail precinct, with an exclusive agreement for a geographical area containing 300 000 people. Burnley is also the central town of the Colne Valley, which is disconnected by distance and topography from the surrounding areas; surrounding hills ensure a fairly self-sufficient insular position.

The retail-marketing-mix elements noted by McGoldrick (1994) are merchandise, service, price, quality, fashion, branding, store atmosphere, and location. These are key areas for investigation and formed the basis of the research reported in this paper.

2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

2.1 Background to Consumer-sales Research within the Benetton Franchise

Product sales for an eighteen-month period were reviewed to assess the performance of branded and non-branded merchandise. One six-month period within the eighteen months was examined in depth and analysed.

Each individual band of sales tags was sorted numerically in ascending order by code. (The total number of vouchers was over 15 000.) A specific six-month period was analysed in depth. The period examined in depth was between May and August, 1992.

It was necessary to divide each individual group of sales tags into an array to allow accurate comparison of data, and the sales tags were thus sorted into numerically ascending order. To evaluate which product code to utilise in sorting the data, consultation was made with the collaborating institution to ascertain the meanings of the codes on each ticket. The response was that the large code at the top-left-hand side of each ticket was product-specific and linked to a stock list that could be cross-referenced with a photograph of the product. It was therefore possible to visualise the various product types by analysing the sales tags, and the data were sorted according to the product code as in Fig. 1.
Benetton's Brand Position Explored and Developed through Nicosia's Consumer-behaviour Model

C. Vignali
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This paper focuses upon the macro-environment of retailing of the selected area for research 'Branding and the Female Consumer - Examined in a Benetton Franchise'. It then examines the micro-environment, the store, which is explained by consumer-buying-behaviour models.

Throughout the body of the paper, the information relates to Benetton and consumer behaviour and is drawn from primary research. The work aims to relate the findings concerning the consumer's perception of the brand to academic theories and the decision-making process associated with consumer-buying-behaviour models. The subsequent analysis of the research findings can be directly applied to the academic models of consumer-buyer behaviour, the results of which have an important implication for the retail services provided.

The chief research questions asked will be based around the elements that are not present in Field 1 of the Nicosia Model and how this model can be extended to take into account the different variables in the retail-marketing mix.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Franchising Concept

In order to examine the franchising concept, it is necessary to investigate what is meant by the term franchising and how this method of doing business came about, the variations that exist, and the advantages and disadvantages to both the franchiser and the franchisee.

Baron et al. (1991) define the term 'franchise' as:

'An authorisation granted to one person (the franchisee) to use the franchiser's trade name, trade marks, and business system in return for an initial payment and further regular payments'.

Many variations exist today. Some franchisers sell their product and techniques as a combination, whereas other franchisers supply only the modus operandi and ancillary services of the business system. A classic example of the first type is Coca-Cola, which franchises bottlers in nearly every part of the world. The parent company sells its syrup, which is made to a secret formula. It provides franchisees or bottlers with manuals that define (and demand compliance with) the size and shape of bottles, advertising programmes, marketing techniques, and standardised systems of every aspect of the business. A good example of the second, modus operandi, type is Swinton Insurance (Sanghavi, 1990).

The combination of one central organisation developing the entire 'package' and leasing it out to the franchisees is so effective that billions of dollars in profit have been generated for companies like Coca-Cola and Benetton, and billions of satisfied customers have been created worldwide (Fluszagh et al., 1992).

Those franchisers that supply the modus operandi and subsidiary services of the business
Marketing success is linked to the congruence between strategic and tactical level positioning of a company’s activities.

The Marketing Mix Redefined and Mapped: Introducing the MIXMAP Model
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Introduction

In recent years the Department of Retailing and Marketing at the Manchester Metropolitan University has successfully developed and delivered a range of traditional and short courses, based on both the distance learning principle and the traditional university attendance-based system. All these courses have the teaching of the principles of marketing as a foundation stone. The majority of newly developed courses are tailored to meet the needs of practitioners in business, retailing and commerce. Examples of company courses are the BA (Hons) Retail Marketing (Open Learning) developed for J. Sainsbury plc, the Postgraduate Diploma in Retail Management, run in co-operation with Allied Lyons Retailing/Carlsberg Tetley and MFI, the B&Q Certificate in Management and the MA in Retail Management. At the same time a range of short courses were delivered to companies as diverse as Crown Berger UK, Wilkinsons, Ansell’s and B&Q.

It is this close co-operation with practitioners from a broad range of companies which alerted the author of this article to the apparent lack of practical application of the basic marketing tools by the management of these leading companies. Even though there seems to be a basic understanding of the marketing mix and company objectives, practitioners appear to find it difficult to translate the academic frameworks into practical tactics which would help them achieve their objectives.

This article re-investigates the marketing literature, and reviews present methods of the application of marketing concepts to clarify where the stumbling blocks for practitioners lie. The conclusions from this review are used to propose a new framework for the congruent mapping of marketing mix elements and variables at both the strategic and tactical level. The application of the framework to two company cases by leading managers in loosely structured group interviews tentatively explores the face and respondent validity of the framework, and points the way to a more concise operationalization of the variables and elements for future study.

The Marketing Mix – A Historical Review

In the Macmillan Dictionary of Retailing, Baron, et al.[1] define the retail marketing mix as “those activities that show similarities to the overall process of marketing, requiring the combination of individual elements”. This definition closely resembles traditional definitions of the marketing mix given by well known marketeers from Levitt[2] to Kotler[3]. Also in this tradition, Czinkota[4] gives the following definition of the marketing mix: “A complex of tangible and intangible elements to distinguish it in the market place”.

It was after the Second World War that Cullotin originated the “P” philosophy of marketing, proposing a long list of Ps which typified Profit, Planning, Production etc. and which stood for the key activities of running a business. It was his view that one could differentiate between a “sales orientated” and a “manufacture oriented” company by examining the amount of emphasis given to the different “Ps”. Thus, the idea and eventually practice of a marketing orientated company emerged. Macarthy[5] further developed this idea and refined the principle to what is generally known today as the four “Ps”:

- Product
- Price
- Promotion
- Place (Distribution).

More recent work by other marketeers has increased the number of “Ps” to be included, resulting in a list not too different from Cullotin’s original. The service marketing literature[6,7] also extends the marketing mix, broaden-
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Focuses on Dancall A/S, a Danish telecommunications equipment manufacturer, which was acquired by Amstrad UK in September 1993 for £6.4 million. As an independent subsidiary of Amstrad UK, Dancall is in a position to develop its marketing strategy to a mass UK market. Suggests that heuristic devices could be the way to proceed in its tactical application of the strategic plan.

Introduction

This article is based on a case study which deems to develop academic theory to a practical end, and used as the basis of an academic exercise. In September 1993, the Danish company Dancall A/S was acquired by Amstrad UK for £6.4 million. This case study establishes the following entry strategy for the company to market mobile cellular telephones in the UK.

Short-term objectives to be achieved within the next 12 months were to:
- produce a digital quality, low cost mobile telephone using a pricing penetration policy where it can be manufactured at the cost of £59, wholesaled at £75 and retailed at £100;
- a target of market first-time buyers who are primarily domestic users. Extensive advertising would consist of billboards, radio and press, to create brand awareness and encourage trial;
- investigate the possibility of concluding a deal with a cellular service provider;
- finalize co-operation agreements with Philips to use its UK distribution network;
- conclude contracts with high-street retailers, such as Tandy.

Long-term objectives to be achieved within the next two to three years would be to:
- complete the research and development of lightweight, rechargeable lithium batteries, and investigate the possibility of supplying them to other manufacturers;
- use Scotland as a manufacturing base in two or three years' time for these batteries and also mobile phone production.

As an independent subsidiary of Amstrad UK, Dancall is in a position to develop a marketing strategy to mass market its newly developed mobile cellular telephone. Dancall has chosen the UK as its first market for the new product, and this case study suggests a possibly entry strategy through the use of McDonald's marketing plan (see Figure 1) and the use of heuristic management devices.

The second part of the case study highlights the mix mapping technique developed at Manchester Metropolitan University and used as a heuristic device by marketers.

Marketing audit

External audit

Business and economic environment

Economic conditions are as follows:
- GDP in the UK stands at approximately US$975.1 billion. The services sector accounts for 62 per cent of GDP, the industrial sector for 37 per cent, and agriculture for 1 per cent. With a market size of over £15 billion, the provision of telecommunications services is the equivalent to about 3 per cent of gross domestic product.
- The growth in demand for telecommunications services, as measured by call volumes, basically reflects economic growth and the importance of good communications.
- Falling real prices and new services underpin above-average growth over the medium/long term. However, the current recession is undoubtedly having an adverse influence on call volumes.
- The easing of monetary conditions, i.e. lower interest and exchange rates, has boosted economic activity.
- Unemployment remains high at around 10 per cent, with inflation at its lowest rate since the 1960s at around 5 per cent.
- The UK is making a slow recovery to break free from this, the longest recession in post-war history. Private consumption accounts for roughly three-quarters of GDP and the behaviour of the consumer is the key to the timing and strength of the recovery.

Political conditions are as follows:
1. The Conservative Government is committed to competition policy and, therefore, a liberal free-market economy. Deregulation and privatization are therefore high on the agenda to move towards a truly competitive market structure. This has proven to be conducive to the introduction of mobile communications as penetration rates are much higher in the UK than in Continental Europe.
2. The Government's dedication to competition policy in 1991 saw it conclude a review of UK telecommunications policy (the "duopoly review"), which resulted in a number of important changes to the regulatory environment. The main outcome...
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Introduction

This case highlights the practical use of marketing tools to develop a strategic entry to a new European market for a British company. The development of matrix marketing and its association with the planning process is deemed to be effective. In this article we have taken Boddingtons as a theoretical example and examined what could happen.

The beer market in the UK is very competitive. Therefore, it is difficult to increase output or market share. Whitbread plc, as owner of Boddingtons Beer Company, has recently invested heavily in a new canning plant and wants to ensure economies of scale to improve its cost structure. The company also wishes to increase the turnover of barrelled beer as this method offers the highest margins.

The aim of this article is to provide possible solutions to this problem and to offer a market entry strategy into The Netherlands based on McDonald’s marketing plan[1]. The Netherlands has been chosen because of its proximity to the UK and its favourable attitude towards beer and British products.

Increasing competition in its domestic markets has led Whitbread plc to consider the possibility of expanding its activities into foreign markets. According to Ansoff[2] there are four possibilities:

- market penetration;
- market development;
- product development;
- diversification.

The penetration of the British beer market is made difficult through the regionalization of the market, which is already in a stage of maturity. This can be seen from the product-life cycle in Figure 1[3].

The company is already diversified and a further diversification could negatively affect the flexibility of the company as a whole[4]. The only alternative seems to be to exploit its competitive advantage that it achieved through its new canning technology and by the development of new markets in order to follow a globalization strategy[5]. Ohmae[6] supposed that only those companies which are internationally oriented will survive in the long term as there will be no national boundaries that could protect the domestic company in the future. This can be proven by the fact that many breweries increased their exports recently and there are signs of a growing threat for national producers. The aim of each company should be to develop and to dominate new markets[7] in order to attack in advance.

The corporate objective is, first, to follow a globalization strategy. The introduction of one product at the same time in more than one country should be avoided. To develop an effective market entry strategy the focus should be placed on a single country/market. The first country we want to export our product to is Holland. The Netherlands is in close proximity to the UK and the cultural differences are not as great as in southern Europe. In addition, the Dutch are traditionally beer, rather than wine, consumers and there is no major ale brand present on the market. The secondary objective for the marketing department is therefore to develop the ale market in The Netherlands. In addition, the Dutch market offers the opportunity to team up with Heineken, one of the major beer producers in the world which has a market share of up to 50 per cent in The Netherlands. A strategic alliance with Heineken would have two advantages for Whitbread[6]:

1. It would offer a chance to internalize Heineken’s knowledge in fields such as production techniques, distribution and promotion.
2. It would spread the risk of a failure through using Heineken’s distribution channel.

This strategy could be useful in the long run as we could participate with Heineken not only in the Dutch market but in all other markets Heineken supply. Hamel et al.[7] suggest that collaboration is a form of competition and learning from partners is of paramount importance. They imply that collaboration is competition in a different form and that SMEs especially could use alliances to compete with their partner afterwards.

Internal audit

Whitbread plc is divided into three separate divisions:

1. The Whitbread Beer Company is an integrated beer manufacturing, distribution, sales and marketing operation.
2. Whitbread Pub Partnerships operate the company’s non-managed, partially tied estate of 2,000 public houses.
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Abstract

Posits that this analysis is based on the dependence of international sport sponsorship on the market audit and the individual product class/product form or brand environment. The MIXMAP-model addresses the question of how the marketing mix framework can be used to analyse the competitive standing of a business organization and how the outcomes of this analysis can be translated into practical tactics which capitalize on the organization's strengths. The MIXMAP-model was developed as a guide to make this transition from the strategic to the tactical level. The MIXMAP-model begins by categorizing the product in the product-life-cycle concept and Boston Consulting Group matrix. This position is decisive for the intensity of the different elements (product, price, promotion, place) and their different variables. Discusses how a qualitative survey was used to provide an initial check of the theory and that the survey approach was a questionnaire to 60 multinationals in Germany, England, Italy and France.

Introduction

According to estimates by Sponsorship Research International (Hitchen, 1994) the worldwide sport sponsorship industry has continued to grow in real terms over the last decade from around US$2 billion in the early 1980s to its current level of over US$10 billion, almost a five-fold increase.

The international sport sponsorship involvement of multinationals changed their communication-marketing. Whereas in the past the communication mix comprised only of advertising, sales promotion and public relations, international sport sponsorship is an additional element of the marketing mix today. The first steps of the international sport sponsorship pioneers were characterized by “gut feeling” for promoting something with a promising future. There was neither research for international sport sponsorship engagement nor strategic implementation of it.

In the meantime the financial expenditure, for example the cost of international sport sponsorship involvement, pitch perimeter advertising, team sponsorship and event sponsorship, has dramatically increased. We should not forget the fact that theoretical research of strategic implementation is still in its earliest stages. More recently some companies have tried to integrate the element of international sport sponsorship into the marketing mix. This has proved difficult without theoretical models (Hitchen, 1994).

International sport sponsorship as part of the communication process

International sport sponsorship does not usually exist in isolation and the ESCA (European Sponsorship Consultants Association, 1994) indicates that the sponsorship which works best was integrated with other marketing activities such as advertising, sales promotion and public relations programmes. International sport sponsorship can provide a positive platform for media visibility, additional image shifts, sampling, corporate hospitality, sales force incentives and even industrial relations. For a sponsor to achieve success in its chosen sponsorship requires understanding, strategic planning, expert targeting and the application of the dedicated professional skills and services, including creative and technical support.
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McDonald’s in India

Introduction
In 1937, Richard and Maurice McDonald opened a tiny drive-in restaurant east of Pasadena, in California. This was the first McDonald's, and from this new, small business, the two brothers developed food-processing and assembly-line techniques.

In 1954, Ray Kroc, a salesman of milkshake mixers at the time, identified an opportunity in this small business; he then negotiated a franchise deal, granting him exclusive rights to franchise McDonald’s across the USA. At a time when other franchising companies sold restaurant and ice-cream franchises for up to US$50,000, Kroc offered entrepreneurs a McDonald’s franchise for $950 plus a service fee of 1.9 per cent of sales; Kroc kept most, but not all, of the service fee, as the McDonald brothers received 0.5 per cent of sales. Preferring a calmer life, in 1961, Richard and Maurice McDonald sold their shares of this business for $2.7 million.

By the mid 1990s, there were about 10,000 McDonald’s restaurants across the USA, and this was the single most advertised brand name in the nation. Annual advertising and promotion expenditures were $1 billion, and of each three hamburgers prepared in the USA, and this was the single most advertised brand name in the nation. Annual advertising and promotion expenditures were $1 billion, and of each three hamburgers prepared in the USA, one was made by McDonald’s.

A concern, however, was that domestic growth was on the decline. During the 1970s, the average annual growth rate for the American fast-food industry exceeded 7 per cent. By the 1980s, the annual growth rate of domestic sales had dropped to below 5 per cent, in 1989, for example, McDonald’s reported that its sales in the USA grew just 4 per cent. As the American market approached saturation, marketing efforts were shifted toward foreign markets.

By 1997, McDonald’s had expanded to about 20,000 restaurants, in over 100 countries. For the sake of comparison, Kentucky Fried Chicken reported to have approximately 10,000 restaurants in about 80 countries. At the headquarters of the McDonald’s Corporation, in Oak Brook, Illinois, the head of the international operations, Jim Cantalupo, said, “we see big opportunity in most of the remaining 120-plus countries”.

International marketing
McDonald’s expanded to Canada in 1967. It soon became the country’s fast food industry leader. By the mid 1990s, Cara operations (the owner of Harvey’s and Swiss Chalet) was approaching annual sales of $1 billion (Canadian); McDonald’s Canada surpassed $1.6 billion in sales during 1994. By 1997, McDonald’s Canada operated almost 1,000 restaurants in Canada, and had become involved in McDonald’s in Russia.

It was in 1971 that the first McDonald’s opened in Japan. The location selected for this new venture was the Ginza, a swinging neighbourhood of Tokyo. Success in Japan led to increased competition. The Japanese candy manufacturer, Lotte, entered the burger business with its Lotteria outlets. Suntoy, Japan’s largest distiller of whisky, penetrated with First Kitchen. Moringa & Co., Japan’s leading caramel business, launched its own fast-food business, Moringa Love. Nevertheless, McDonald’s with its first mover advantage, kept its lead in Japan. By 1997, McDonald’s had over 1,000 outlets across Japan, and these sold more food in Japan than any other restaurant company.

Despite success in many key markets, McDonald’s did encounter difficulties marketing abroad. In October 1991, a poster illustrating the French celebrity Paul Bocuse was displayed in 66 outlets across The Netherlands; the problem was that it showed him with four other French chefs, examining a batch of dressed chickens, while the caption indicated that the chefs were dreaming of Big Macs. This was interpreted as an insult to French haute cuisine. Then, McDonald’s aggravated the situation with a letter of apology, in which it was claimed that the internationally reputed chef was not well known in The Netherlands.

In 1997, it was announced that McDonald’s would possibly open up to 2,800 restaurants that year; most of these outside the USA. To maximise the probability of success, the product line of McDonald’s outlets would, in some cases, be adapted to local tastes.

Adapting product line
McDonald’s learned that despite the cost savings inherent in standardisation, success
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Abstract This case study investigates the possibility of Dairy Crest dairy products entering the German market. The study gives an insight and analyses the company's internal capabilities as well as its external industrial forces that may influence and direct strategies and tactics. Finally, it presents a suggested possible strategic and tactical marketing approach that could alternatively be used by Dairy Crest in optimising performance when targeting the German market.

Background of the German market
Germany has become the largest country in Europe since the unification in 1990 which brought about 16 million new consumers in the former German Democratic Republic.

1993 saw the sharpest downturn in the German economy since the Second World War. Unemployment increased by about 500,000, the inflation rate went over 4 per cent, GDP and private consumption both became negative.

The major reason for this development was the world-wide recession and the implications of the unification process in 1990. After the heavy rise in the demand figures following 1990, the inflation rate and the money supply increased dramatically.

This was mainly caused by the created purchasing power after the exchange of the former East German currency to the DM at a one-to-one rate. Rising interest rates and a strong DM caused the break-down of the EMS-system and lowered exports. The necessary funds to finance the recovery of the new countries in East Germany were raised by increasing taxes, with its implications on private consumption.

The annual inflation rate fell to 3.4 per cent, although after 1 January 1994 a significant increase in the fuel tax took place. Exports have risen slightly, caused by a weaker DM against the major currencies. The main problem will be the further cuts in interest rates, which could be lowered by a weak DM and the further fall of disposable incomes in Germany. The reasons for this are as follows:
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Abstract Analyses the strategy employed by Bass Plc within the competitive and aggressive beer industry. Focuses on the European beer industry and it is divided into three main parts. Part one identifies what seems to be the current strategy undertaken by Bass Plc. Part two identifies and analyses the context in which Bass operates and part three evaluates the validity of the current strategy in the light of the above analysis. Brief reference will also be made to the international beer market.

Bass plc – historical background
Bass had been known until 1979 as Bass Charrington and was a product of the brewery mergers which were fashionable in the 1960s. The basic lineage was the United Breweries of Northern England, Tennents in Scotland, Charrington & Co. in the South-East, Bass Ratcliff & Gretton of Burton-on-Trent and Mitchells and Butlers based in the West Midlands.

Bass did not pursue a policy of automatically closing down all its local and smaller regional breweries, although some (such as Atkinsons) had been closed prior to the creation of Bass. It did however rationalise the sourcing of its products to increase throughput of brands it intended to develop nationally; most noticeably, Carling Black Label. Bass’ early policy was to use the Tennents brand in Scotland, Bass as a near-nationally available traditional bitter, Carling as its main lager brand and Worthington as a nationally available keg beer.

Under the chairmanship of Sir Derek Palman, the business concentrated on consolidating its brewing activities together with careful diversification. By 1970 it could claim 25 percent market share and, as a result, had to concentrate on organic growth because of the interest it was attracting from the Monopolies and Mergers Commission. In the early 1970s a large group purpose-built brewery was commissioned at Runcorn in Cheshire. When it opened in 1974, it led to the closure of small breweries in the London area. However in 1978 Bass had forecast that by 1982,
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This case study concerns the marketing strategy of a hypothetical company, Vinnie's Pizza, investigating the potential of entering the Russian fast food market. After investigating and conducting an environmental audit and highly considering the PESTL analysis, the strategic and tactical levels have been developed. These are necessary as they could be proved highly beneficial in directing Vinnie’s on how best to consider, prepare and enter the complex, culturally diverse Russian market.

HISTORY & BACKGROUND

Vinnie's Pizza started life in the 1920s in a small village called San Lorenzo in Regno Emilia, where Mamma Vignali, a talented cook, recognised the need for quick and convenient food for the busy workers in the village. Not everyone had the time to prepare a meal for lunch or dinner, and Mamma’s culinary skills were renowned throughout the village, not especially being pizza. Mamma decided she should put up an eatery to provide for her friends and neighbours.

The business grew strong over the years, providing a warm and friendly service with quick food of a good standard. A family concern, the eatery soon spread across the whole of Italy. By the mid-1950s, Mamma's Eatery was under the control of her great grandchildren. It was established in the USA and UK and became Vinnie's Pizza. The philosophy of the company was the same as in Mamma’s day—good Italian food at an attractive price.

The popularity of pizza grew day by day and so Vinnie’s sought out controlled expansion, careful to keep up its own philosophy and objectives. Vinnie’s, although good value for money, consider careful branding to maintain a certain brand image. It did this successfully and expanded principally through franchising.

Today, Vinnie’s is an internationally successful brand and is the second largest pizza restaurant chain in the world, behind Pizza Hut being the first. The chain has over 8,000 restaurants and delivery outlets worldwide and operates in approximately 60 countries.
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Abstract

It seeks to examine the application of the MIXMAP theoretical model to practice. The theory, developed by several marketers, such as McDonald, Porter, Vignali and Davies, aims to link both the tactical and strategic elements of a company’s marketing procedure and seeks to combine them so that the product is presented to the consumer more efficiently and effectively.

To facilitate the comprehension of this, Häagen Dazs ice cream company in the United Kingdom and their pint size tubs have been chosen.

Häagen Dazs’ perceived positioning strategy is identified and a critical analysis is made whether the correct marketing strategy approach is taken in line with the Mix Map model. A consumer questionnaire was then used to identify Häagen Dazs’ customers perceived image for the company.

The report then goes on to suggest reasons for these incongruities both within the market place and the company’s strategies.

Finally, conclusions and recommendations are made that would enable Häagen Dazs to attain consistency, which mix mapping suggests is necessary to market the product efficiently at the northern area of the UK.
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ABSTRACT
In the tradition of Reg Revans the guru of Action learning, common sense is always the best approach to any management process. It is vital that management needs to learn during the process, helping themselves from comments made by all stakeholders. A rational decision during this process, with a rational conclusion must be the paramount aim. 'There can be no action without learning and no learning without action. [R.Revans.1998 pg. 14]. Without application all research is artificial.

However, some argue that the process of managerial decision-making, a major aspect of the strategic planning procedure SMEs, has become more problematic because modern management, more than ever before, is faced with an immense complexity of tasks in an increasingly volatile business environment. For many years writers have been suggesting that organisations should focus and rely on the fundamental formal models and techniques of strategic planning.

On the other hand, we must acknowledge the problem that, there has been a lack of agreed academic tools to facilitate practical understanding about the nature of management research. Heuristic devices, commonly known as management tools are usually misconceived and misunderstood. A clear understanding and their regular use can only benefit the management process. This article develops the methodology used in operationalising heuristic devices as practitioners extend their use of the Marketing mix in developing their strategic process. In this process they always face problems and the answers always cause concern. This article develops a model, which defines the use of the heuristic devices and allows action and review. The qualitative approach in action research was analysed in a series of case studies, which formed the basis of the research materials used in SMEs.
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Abstract Focuses on the marketing mix of McDonald's. Highlights how the company combines internationalisation and globalisation elements according to various fast food markets. Using the effect of strategical and tactical models, the case illustrates the effect of McDonald's on the global environment and how they adapt to local communities. Describes future franchise plans for McDonald’s.

Introduction

McDonald’s background

Two brothers, Richard and Maurice McDonald founded McDonald’s in 1937. The brothers developed food processing and assembly line techniques at a tiny drive-in restaurant east of Pasadena, California.

In 1954, Ray Kroc, a milk-shake mixer salesman, saw an opportunity in this market and negotiated a franchise deal giving him exclusive rights to franchise McDonald’s in the USA. Mr Kroc offered a McDonald’s franchise for $950 at a time when other franchising companies sold restaurant and ice-cream franchises for up to $50,000. Mr Kroc also took a service fee of 1.9 per cent of sales for himself plus a royalty of 0.5 per cent of sales went to the McDonald brothers. The McDonald’s brothers sold out for $2.7 million in 1961.

McDonald’s first international venture was in Canada, during 1967. Shortly afterwards, George Cohon bought the licence for McDonald's in eastern Canada, opening his first restaurant in 1968. Cohon went on to build a network of 640 restaurants, making McDonald's in Canada more lucrative than any of the other McDonald’s outside the USA.

The key to the international success of McDonald’s has been the use of franchising. By franchising to local people, the delivery and interpretation of what might be seen as US brand culture are automatically translated by the local people in terms of both product and service.

McDonald’s now has over 20,000 restaurants in over 100 countries, and around 80 per cent are franchises.

Globalisation versus internationalisation

Globalisation involves developing marketing strategies as though the world is a single entity, marketing standardised products in the same way everywhere. Globalised organisations employ standardised products, promotional campaigns, prices and distribution channels for all markets. Brand name,
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“Letters From Contributors”
Dear Professor Vignali:

Thank you for your contribution to Volume 100, Issue 2 of the British Food Journal.

Your contribution was most significant (80%) and appreciated.

Congratulations for your high quality work.

Yours truly,

Leo Paul Dana, BA, MBA, PhD
Associate Director -- Publications
This is to state that the article


is a 50% contribution by Claudio Vignali and a 50% by me.

Prof. Gennaro Cuomo
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

The marketing mix redefined: introducing the MixMap model.
C. Vignali and B. J. Davies
Management Decision
Vol. 32 Issue 8, 1994, pp. 11-17
ISSN 0025 1747

As co-author with Claudio Vignali of the above journal article, I am happy to confirm that the basic impetus for the paper and the initial characterization of the model came from Vignali. I would assess our relative contributions as three quarters his and one quarter mine.

Prof. Barry J. Davies
Associate Dean, Research and Business Development
February 10, 2000

University of Glamorgan
Business School
Pontypridd
Wales

Dear Sir or Madam:

This is to inform you that Claudio Vignali had a contribution of 70% in the following 4 publications. These are:


I have no objection to include the above articles in his Ph.D. by publication.

Yours sincerely

Demetris Vrontis
Claudio Vignali  
Course Leader  
The Manchester Metropolitan University  
Aytoun Building  
Aytoun Street  
Manchester M1 3GH  
England  

February 1, 2000  

Dear Professor Vignali:  

Thank you for your contribution to Volume 100, Issue 2 of the *British Food Journal*.  

Your contribution was most significant (80%) and appreciated.  

Congratulations for your high quality work.  

Yours truly,  

Leo Paul Dana, BA, MBA, PhD  
Director, Business Study Mission  
Nanyang Business School  
Nanyang Avenue  
Singapore
APPENDIX D

“Analysis of the Case Studies”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Problem Type</th>
<th>Nature of Problem</th>
<th>Identification of Problem by</th>
<th>Boundaries of Problem Definition</th>
<th>Systems View vs. Reductionism</th>
<th>Steps of the Analysis Process</th>
<th>Quantitative or Qualitative Methods</th>
<th>Was internal knowledge utilised?</th>
<th>Which Heuristic Devices were applied?</th>
<th>Selection/Customisation to actual situation?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1: Boddingtons</td>
<td>theoretical/ based on real company</td>
<td>academics</td>
<td>delimited</td>
<td>reductionism</td>
<td>internal and external audit, SWOT</td>
<td>no primary data analysis</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Ansoff, PLC, BCG, MIXMAP, Marketing Mix</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: Dancall</td>
<td>theoretical/ based on real company</td>
<td>academics</td>
<td>delimited</td>
<td>reductionism</td>
<td>internal and external audit, SWOT</td>
<td>no primary data analysis</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Ansoff, PLC, BCG, MIXMAP, Marketing Mix, George Day Matrix, Porter's Generic Strategies, McDonald's extension of Ansoff Matrix</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3: Bass</td>
<td>practical</td>
<td>practitioners/ academics</td>
<td>delimited</td>
<td>reductionism</td>
<td>internal and external audit, SWOT, primary research- interviews with managers</td>
<td>qualitative</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>PLC, BCG, MIXMAP, Porter's Generic Strategies, Marketing Mix. The planning process followed McDonald's marketing plan partly, distinct procedures were applied for different customer groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4: Dairy Crest</td>
<td>theoretical/ based on real company</td>
<td>academics</td>
<td>delimited</td>
<td>reductionism</td>
<td>internal and external analysis</td>
<td>no primary data analysis</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Ansoff, PLC, BCG, MIXMAP, Marketing Mix</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5: Russia</td>
<td>theoretical/ based on fictional company</td>
<td>academics</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>reductionism</td>
<td>environmental scanning (PEST), competitor analysis, SWOT</td>
<td>no primary data analysis</td>
<td>impossible</td>
<td>PLC, BCG, MIXMAP, Marketing Mix</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6: Haagen Dasz</td>
<td>practical</td>
<td>academics</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>reductionism</td>
<td>secondary research (company and market information), primary research (consumer and company questionnaires)</td>
<td>both, qualitative and quantitative methods</td>
<td>partly, in the form of questionnaires concerning special topics</td>
<td></td>
<td>PLC, Marketing Mix, BCG, Porter's Generic Strategies, MIXMAP</td>
<td>no, models were selected &quot;due to their appropriateness for the planning process&quot; - no further description of the underlying evaluation. Expected and perceived position of the brand was compared, this reflects a customisation at some degree.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Are these steps included?</th>
<th>Control and Reflection</th>
<th>Continuous vs. One-Off Project</th>
<th>Participation of Practitioners</th>
<th>Research Outcome</th>
<th>Generation of New Theory</th>
<th>If not, were existing tools tested or &quot;merely&quot; applied?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1: Boddingtons</td>
<td>no, but case is &quot;test&quot; for further globalisation</td>
<td>control is not described</td>
<td>does not build upon preceding projects but is basis for future research</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: Dancall</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3: Bass</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4: Dairy Crest</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5: Russia</td>
<td>not possible</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6: Haagen Dasz</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>